Project Opportunity Begins And Grows
Last Monday evening, sixty volunteer
tutors from all schools of the university
traveled to education centers throughout
Boston, participating in the official opening of Project Opportunity. After their
arrival at the various schools, they were
introduced to high school seniors whom
they will work with throughout the year
with the purpose of preparing them for
college work.
Project Opportunity began last Spring
as a Sodality movement to train "collegecapable, but underprivileged Negro
youths" in skills which would enable
them to apply and gain admission to
Boston College. Under the guidance of
co-directors Lee Cassenelli and Michael
Szpak, the program has undergone many
modifications. As it now stands the project is divided into two programs, one

with short range objectives and the other
with plans far more inclusive.
The short range plan intends to tutor
individual students in preparation for
their college boards. These students will
be all seniors and will be instructed in
order to increase their verbal and mathematical potential.
The long range program will be
aimed at high school sophomores and
juniors who are expected to remain
in the program through their senior
year. They will be tutored in subjects
in which they might be deficient,
helped to develop efficient study
habits, and introduced to the many
aspects of the culture and fine arts
available in Boston.

The

tutorial program received its

original financial support from the uni-

tance of the role of the faculty advisors
in the long range program.
At present Project Opportunity is
dealing only with seniors, but as the
year progresses, sophomores and
juniors, who will form the nucleus of
the long range program, will be
contacted and admitted into the program.

The program has expanded to include
many members not in the Sodality, and
Co-Chairmen Lee Cassenelli and Michael
Szpak have announced new tutors are
still needed.
"We will need students who are interssted in staying with the program and
working with high school sophomores and
juniors over a two-year period. We feel
this personal contact with the student is
the most valuable part of our program."
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versify as a result of the interest taken
in it by Father Walsh, President of the
University. Co-Chairman Lee Cassenelli
has announced that they are now applying
to the Campus Council for additional
funds, since the program has expanded
to seven schools and will include sophomores and juniors as well as seniors. He
said the purpose of the request would
be to supply educational materials for
the students, and to cover the cost of
transportation for the tutors.
Several faculty members have also
become involved with the Project and
last Monday they were present at the
various centers to greet students and
talk with them informally. They will
serve as advisors and representatives for
the students in their major fields. Mr.
Cassenelli has emphasized the impor-
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"Beatnik Brother" Judicial Committee Looks
Returns to BC
Toward University Court

Brother Antoninas, the Dominican poet, will read
from his poems in the Library Auditorium, Thursday,
Undaunted by rising student criticism, the Judicial Commission continued
November 4, at 8 p.m. He has been closely associated investigating the possibilities of establishing a student court at Boston College.
with the beat movement of the San Francisco Renacourt,
scence of 1957 and with the anarcho-pacifist group With an interim secretary con- flirts of rights between students advisor. For the university voting
spicuously replacing Miss Connie of different colleges and any however, one of the five
around the poet Kenneth Rexroth.
judgships would go to a faculty
resigned publicly conflicts of interest between or-

Born William Oliver Everson,
Brother Antoninus grew up in the
town of Selma, California, where
he was married and earned his
living as a laborer and farmer.
He was drafted as a conscientious objector during the War,
and later settled in the San Francisco Bay Area.

The publication of his first
book, The Residual Years, by
New Directions in 1948, brought
him to national attention. A year
later he was the recipient of a
Guggenheim Fellowship.
His early marriage did not survive the War. His association with
a fallen-away Catholic and her
subsequent struggle back to the
Church, led to his own conversion in 1949. In 1951, after a
year's stint with the Catholic

Curran who
from the commission last week,
the group met to discuss the second phase of its planned judicial
system: the scope and structure
of possible university-wide courts.
Under consideration at the
meeting was an outline of a university trials court, which would
function for the university as the
trials courts discussed at last
week's open hearing would function for each individual college.
The

university

trials court

Worker Movement, he entered would be empowered to "conthe Dominican Order as a lay sider any violation of univerbrother. The ensuing years of sity regulations, consider concontemplative withdrawal prepared him for his re-emergence
with the San Francisco Renascence in 1957. He has since published The Crooked Lines of God
and The Hazards of Holiness.
The poet's admiration for Robinson Jeffers is evident, and striking clashes of the spiritual and
physical are reminiscent of Gerard Manley Hopkins.

ganizations on campus."

Like the other trials courts, the
university court would operate
according to standard courtroom
procedure, with the judges voting
to determine each verdict, and
in the case of a verdict of guilty,
to "recommend a punishment to
the Director of Student Personnel," Fr. Drury.
The major difference between
the college and university trials
courts lies in the area of faculty
participation. In each college
court there would be a faculty
member acting as a non-voting

4000 Here Sign Viet Gram

.

beat.. Beat Nirvana

...

to aid this expansion the federal
government will pay the full salary of new people in the program.
Also, qualified graduate students
will be encouraged to da research
and eventually publish.
Graduates will be prepared
for work in the State DepartSunshine Patriots
ment, Intelligence Agencies,
Y. S. Information Agency, reNearly 4,000 members of the
search, college teaching, and Boston College community have
foreign trade.
signed a statement supporting the
Among the activities of pro- American policy in Vietnam.
gressors and students involved
The signatures were affixed to
are: monthly meetings of proges- a $170 telegram and sent "To
sors, a brochure to be sent to our fighting men in Vietnam,"
major US universities, luncheon in care of President Johnson.
meetings of the students and proThe drive was organized by
fessors every two weeks, with a Francis Quinn, a graduate stuguest ledturer, and each student dent in chemistry, who was
will have a formal tutor from the "disgusted with the protesters."
faculty in a specialty of the stuQuinn, who says he "got the
dent's choice.
idea while driving home one
Also, a film a month will be night," and was encouraged by
shown, and there will be a series his friends' support, set up sigof 9 artistic exhibits and musical nature stations in BC's two cafeevents for the academic year.
terias early last week.

pus Congress (a group comprising the 64 senators from the four
undergraduate colleges) would
nominate three candidates from
each school and the Campus

Council shall appoint one of the
three from each school. Reversing the procedure for the faculty
representation, the Campus Council would nominate 6 faculty
members and the Campus Congress would appoint three of them
to a rotating faculty judgeship.
Interesting sidelight: the Cam-

pus Congress has no legal authority as yet, but the Campus
Council is presently considering a way of getting it approved by the students as an
official organ of student opinion. Such approval would naturally have to precede any authority to nominate and select

Eastern European Studies
Added to Slavic Program
The purpose of the Russian and
East European Center is to "integrate the various departmental
course offerings in a Slavic field
of studies." This in turn would
achieve two results: 1) to present
the students interested in the Slavic field with related courses so
as to increase student's awareness of the entire range of the
field, and 2.) to provide the professors in the field with a means
of discussing their research and
teaching interests; and a means
of advancing Slavic studies at
Boston College.
In its earliest stages, the Slavic Studies program was entirely
devoted to the specific area of
Russian studies. However it was
later broadened to cover East
Europe, and the Hungarian and
Rumanian languages are soon to
be added to Polish and SerboCroatian (Yugoslavian) now being
taught. Dr. Raymond McNally,
head of the program has said that

member. The other four would
be filled by a judge from each
of the four colleges.
Original selection of judges,
both faculty and student would be
according to a complicated formula of checks and balances between the Campus Council and
the Student Congress. The Cam-

judges.

The commission will conduct a

Need Not Apply.
Neatly lettered posters challenging, "Are you a sunshine patriot,"
drew 1,500 signers in the first
two hours. The telegram which
weighed three pounds was paid
for by contributions from students
and faculty who signed it. It
reads:
"We, the undersigned faculty,
undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents and friends of Boston Col-

lege, wish to express our support
of the policy of President Johnson
and the United States government
towards the current Vietnam situation and to lend our support, encouragement and thanks to our

fighting

men."

public hearing on its university
trials court Nov. 4 at 4:15 p.m.
in Cushing 1. Recommendations
made at that time will be brought
back to the commission, which
will study them and present an-

other draft in a few weeks.
Meanwhile, recommendations
made at last week's hearing on
the college trials courts are presently being investigated, and a
new draft on that phase of the
court will come up next week.
Two more phases of the court
are yet to be considered: an appeals court for each undergraduate college and an appeals
court for the entire university.
These courts would handle appeals on decisions rendered in
the trials court and would have
the authority to reverse decisions
handed down in the lower court.
Drafts on these structures are expected within two weeks.
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CAMPUS CLIPPINGS
Whatsa Madda ADA?
Dr. Edward L. Hirsh, moderator of Americans for Democratic
Action announces a meeting open
to all students interested in ADA.
The meeting will be held on
Wednesday, November 3, at 4
P.M. in Carney 203.

lications. This project will require
volunteers to check the guides to
periodical literature, the indices
of other journals, and the back
issues of America. Fr. Richard
Shea of Lyons 213A invites interested students to discuss this
project or suggest a better one.

Phil. Springs Virgin

Get 'Em At Dedham

WVBC will research "the Boston

College Citizen's Seminars: Drafting Board of the New Boston."

The program will be broadcast

by WBZ on Sunday evening, November 21, at 11:15 P.M.
The series is produced for WBZ
Radio by Squire D. Rushnell,
Executive Producer of Bob Kennedy's "Contact."

In The Limeylight

The Philosophy Department will
sponsor two showings of Ingmar
The Boston College "Eagles"
Rev. Frederick C. Copleston,
Band will. sponsor a Victory Bergman's film The Virgin Spring, S.J., the noted British Jesuit philDance on Saturday evening, Octo- Wednesday, November 3, at 4:30 osopher who is coming to the
ber 30, from 8 to 12 at the Hotel and 7:00 P.M. in Bapst Audito- United States in April for a six128 in Dedham. The Band invites rium. The film is primarily in- week national speaking tour, has
all students, alumni, and friends tended for the use of philosophy received new honors in England.
to dance to the music of Steve professors in class, so priority
John Cardinal Heenan, ArchLane and his Orchestra who ap- will be given to those who will bishop of Westminster, has named
pear frequently at Boston's Par- discuss the film, yet there ought F. Copleston as the dean of the
to be room for any others who newly established Pontifical Anker House Roof.
wish to attend. Admission is free. thenaeum, a house of theological

Jesuits Save America

studies which will be a "superseminary" in the British Isles.
Fr. Copleston will begin his
States speaking tour at
United
of
WVBC, the All-New Voice
will be
Boston College, will produce a BC in April. His speech
monthly fifteen minute documen- on the "Scandal of Philosophy:
tary for Boston radio station Conflict of Systems."
WBZ, it was announced today by
Edward W. Forry, Assistant Station Manager.
The series, which will begin
Sunday, November 7, spotlights a
number of college radio stations
in the greater Boston area, including WBUR at Boston University and WNEU at Northeastern

Forry Glory Story

Sometime in November several
stands will be set up on campus
for the sale of America, the weekly journal of opinion published by
the Jesuits of the U. S. and Canada. Ordinarily selling for 30c,
America is available to students
during the school year for 10c per
copy.
This year as a special service
to America readers, there will be
inserted into each copy a mimeographed sheet indexing articles on
the topics covered in that issue of
America in current or near-cur- University.
rent issues of other editorial pubThe first program produced by

I
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Boston College "Retards"
Virginia Flatley, Nursing, '68
Terry Griffen, A&S, '67

I
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Christmas
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Men & Women

.. . full or part-time
...

Brighten your holidays with extra spending money
gain valuable experience in selling
learn the fundamentals of retailing (one of America's foremost industries). Enjoy discounts on your purchases, low cost
meals in our cafeteria. Work 5 days a week full time;
or part time 11-3, 12-4, 1-5 daily; or 3 evenings a
week, 4:30 or 5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., and Saturdays.

...

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
31 Bedford St., Boston
Apply 9:30-5:30 Mon. thru Sat. (inclusive)
Please bring your Social Security Card
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COLLEGE
DANCE CLUB
HOTEL SOMERSET
BOSTON, MASS.

Every Friday beginning Oct. 29, 1965
Stag or couple
8:30 to 12:30
After 9:3o?s 1.50
Up to 9:3o?s 1.25
Let's "A GO GO" every Friday

OPPORTUNITY
For t future with a well known Midw«t Manufacturing Firm. We are now

offering exclusive Distributorships for
a patented product. No competition.
Factory trained personnel will assist
you in setting up a tried and proven
advertising and merchandising program. 100% mark up. Investment
guaranteed. Minimum investment $1,-000. Maximum $14,000. AM replies confidential. For information write Director of Marketing, P.O. Box 1404?, St.
Louise, Missouri 63178.

United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63130

WE6OTSO

Membership restricted to College Students
and Graduates ONLY
COLLEGE I.D. NECESSARY

DONT
fight it.

Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.

Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.
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A&S Sophomores' Meeting

Probes Funds, Talent, Charter
By TOM GLYNN
Staff Reporter
The campus communications gap was narrowed Tuesday when the A&S
Sophomore Class Officers met with their class in a special meeting.
Treasurer Walter Kelly spoke Council has made overtures to
several bands for the Sophomore
Prom. Those bands contacted are
Lionel Hampton's, Duke Ellington's, Count Basic's and Maynard
the Sodality's Project Opportunity Ferguson's. Next semester the
and for the mascot. Reduced tick- Sophomore Interclass Council
et prices at the Homecoming Con- will begin negotiating for talent
cert and the Campus Council for their Junior Week to be held
Mixer were a direct result of the in the spring of 1967. According
Activities Fee, explained Kelly.
to Stanton, names being considIn response to a question from ered include the Beach Boys, the
the floor on the quality of enter- Supremes and Ray Charles.
The Student Charter (formerly
tainment at campus events, SecEthics) was elaborated
retary Jim Steck noted that col- Code of
lection of the Activities Fee was upon by Vice-President Morrow.
He explained that there will be an
not approved by the Deans until
meeting to discuss the Charthe first week in September. Thus openbefore
it goes to the Senate
the funds could not be counted ter
for
revision
and final approval,
being
on when contracts were
Willis, S.J., for his
to
and
Father
negotiated last summer. So the
timetable of the
benefit of the Activities Fee was approval. The
passed on to the students in the
form of lower ticket prices. The
funds will now be used for Winter

first. He explained that funds
from the Activities Fee will probARCHEOLOGICAL STUDIES: Two coeds from Good Counsel ably be appropriated by the CamCollege excavate the Roman town of Alcester in England.
pus Council for the Chorale, for

Exchange Students to Dig
Dirt in British Isles
"Dig your way through the
summer!"
The Association for Cultural Exchange is offering studerits the opportunity of spending next summer in an archeological study in
England. This opportunity is the
repeat of a similiar program held
in 1965.
The academic part of the
course will begin July 11 at Westminister College, Oxford. The
class will be dismissed July 31
for field work at various sites
throughout Britain. This phase of
the program will last until August 20. Travel arrangements have
been made so that students will
have the period from July 4-11
and that from August 20-31 for
sight-seeing in England and Continental Europe.
The cost of the entire program
is $675. This fee includes round
trip transportation from New
York, excursions, and the cost
of transportation to the field,
sites from Oxford, along with
room and full board. Accomodations at Oxford are described as
comfortable single bedrooms
although those in the Held may
be somewhat rough. To defray
some of this cost ten scholarships of $200 each are avail-

able to suitable students with at
least a B plus average. During
his stay each student will have
the opportunity of meeting students from all over Europe and
America,
Applications must be made before January 1, 1966. An initial
deposit of $100 is required which
is eritirely refundable if the application is unsuccessful or if the
entire course is cancelled. The
balance is due not later than
April 1, 1966.
To obtain further information
or to apply for the course, write:
lan A. Lowson, United States Representative, Association of Cultural Exchange, 539 West 112th
Street, New York, N. V., 10025.

Weekend entertainment.
At this point the issue of campus entertainment was picked up
by Dick Stanton, Interclass Council representative, who disclosed
that the Sophomore Interclass

Pre-Law Institute
To Sell Prospects
The ninth annual Pre-Legal Institute of the Boston College Law
School will be held tomorrow at
9:15 at the BC Law School.
Dr. Myres Smith McDougal,
Sterling Professor off Law at Vale
Law School and President-Elect
of the Association of American
Law Schools, and Alfred Diamant,
Professor of Political Science and
Pre-Law Advisor at Haverford
College in Pennsylvania will address the institute.
Professor Diamant will consider the position of American Law
schools in receiving their share of
the nation's talented college students.
"How to Understand and Prepare for the Law School Admission Test" will be discussed

*A./

Photo by Richard Bonanno

by the A&S SOPHOMORE MEETING: Treasurer Wally Kelly explains
Joseph the allocation of funds from the Activities Fee.

at the morning session
BC Law School officials,
F. McCarthy, Chairman of the
Committee on Admissions, and
Professor Frederick M. Hart, a
member of the Committee on

Admissions.
Professor Stanford J. Fox of the
Law School will conduct a sample
law school class following a question and answer period.
A program for pre-law advisors
and law school officials will feature opinions of Law school seniors on the role qf high school
and pre-legal advisors. Francis
J. Laritin, Associate Dean of the
Law School will preside.

fflfflffi

Saaaaa--

Stanton Heads Phase Two
Of Development Program
James F. Stanton, '42, of Waltham has been named General
Alumni Chairman of the second
phase of the $40-million Boston
College Development Program,.
Stanton will head the campaign

of alumni for the $25-million
phase of the program. The first
phase ($l5-million) was met successfully earlier this year.

leadership post in the future development plans of Boston College "indicative of our faith and
appreciation for all his past accomplishments in behalf of his
Alma Mater, and our hope that,
with the help of his fellow alumni
and friends of Boston College, we
will meet our objectives."
Fr. Walsh said the $25-million
phase includes funds for scholarships, faculty endowments, a new
Theater and Fine Arts Center, a*
building to house the Institute of

The new chairman is an insurance broker with the firm
Coleman and Sons. He won the
coveted Boston College Alumni
Association McKenney Medal in Human Sciences which includes
1963 for conspicuous and outstand- the School of Social Work and deing service in behalf of Boston partments of Sociology and PsyCollege.
chology, additional dormitories,
Fr. Walsh called the appoint- chapel, library and School of
ment of Mr. Stanton to the key Public Affairs.
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NODOZ Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. NoDoz helps restore
your natural mental vitality... helps
quicken physical reactions. You become more naturally alertto people
and conditions around you. Yet
NoDozis as safe as coffee. Anytime
.whenyou can't afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits with NoDoz.
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charter is not definite but it
could be in effect for second
semester, Morrow offered.
William McCahill, President,
revealed his plans for establishing
a critique of all courses offered
in A&S similar to those critiques
published at Vale and other universities. Currently this project,
which originated with the Sophomore Officers, is being investigated by a Senate Sub-Committee.
Father John Willis, S.J., Dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences, expressed his interest in
closing the communications gap
by extending a sincere invitation
to all "to make a point to drop
in" to discuss academic, social or
personal problems and to make
him aware of what is happening
on campus.
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THE DRAMATIC SOCIETY PRESENTS
"The four seasons plus one" star in
"A Man for All Seasons" by Robert Bolt.

Do you think we ought to up
the admission to five bucks?

A Man For All Seasons
The BC Dramatics Society will open its centennary
season on Nov. 3 with the first of four consecutive performances of Robert Bolt's "A Man For All Seasons."
This play, which enjoyed a highly successful Broadway
run several years ago, is a witty and probing analysis
of a fundamental problem of our time set in the England
of Henry VIII. Bolt analyzes the dilemma of the individual who must lose his life to save it in the teeth of
the organized machinery of the state, bent on enforcing
private conformity to public policy whatever the cost.
The cast includes Robert Sullivan as Thomas More,
Arch Russell as The Common Man, Spencer Weig as
Thomas Cromwell and Russ Smith as Henry VIII. Carol
Krone is featured as Alice More and Jim Heath as William Roper.
Tickets for the Wednesday and Thursday performances are on sale in the Eagles' Nest (student admission
75 cents). A Man For All Seasons will also be presented
on Friday evening as part of the Speech Arts Festival
and on Saturday in connection with Freshman Parents'
Weekend. Tickets for these performances will be available at the door if space permits.

Photos by
Richard Bananno

Dramatists discuss what Henry the Eighth
has in common with the four seasons.

Henry the Eighth, I am, I am;
Henry the Eighth, I am.
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The Heights
FEATURES
AN INTERVIEW WITH JOHN KENNETH GALBRAITH

..

For The Heights: Mike Arnold, Francis Lynch, Robert Hinson
(This is the second in a series
of articles dealing with eminent
citizens of Massachusetts who
have graciously consented to be
interviewed by The Heights' edi-

tors'.)

John Kenneth Galbraith, Paul
A. Warburg Professor of Economics at Harvard, is something of
a Renaissance man in an age of
specialization. Galbraith at one
time or another?or sometimes all
at once?has excelled as economic
theorist, diplomat, governmental
administrator and litterateur. As
economist, he has contributed extensively to the enlightenment of
the layman and the advancement
of his peers; as diplomat he was
ambassador to India during the
Kennedy tenure; under Roosevelt
he was instrumental in the Office
of Price Administration; as author of some exceptional reminiscences of a Canadian boyhood,
he has displayed an elegant command of the English language.
He is tall, somewhat Lincolncsque, moves with an easy grace
and converses in a concise manner, engaging, never loquacious.
Questioned on the success of
the New Frontier and the Great
Society in ameliorating the ills
resulting from a social imbalance
between public and private goods
(the prime thesis of The Affluent
Society), Prof. Galbraith said,

"Strides have been made, especially in education. Moreover,
there is no longer the feeling that
whatever the government does is
inherently evil. There is, however, a great deal more to be
done, Professor Galbraith contends, and this nation cannot afford another tax cut.
As to the theory of structural
unemployment, the inability to
maintain full employment due to
the ever changing needs of an
ever changing economy, Prof.
Galbraith denied its validity. "The
skills are not wrong, because the
skilled people can find other jobs."
The problem lies with the people
who have been denied the opportunity to acquire such skills. Unemployment in the United States
is cultural unemployment caused
by "a lack of cultural institutions
in meeting the sophisticated needs
of modern industry." Questioned
on the ability of the anti-poverty
program to overcome this lag,
Prof. Galbraith said, "The idea is
sound but it would be a mistake
to put all our chips on one remedy." He commended the federal
government for placing considerable emphasis on education in its
attempt to combat the cultural
deprivation of a large segment of
our society.
Asked to appraise the implementation of the Equal Opportuni-

ties Bill, he expressed satisfaction
"given the fact that it is a new
program, involving many new
people." Criticism of this program
has not come from the poor but,
as one would expect, from the

ces, where the pressing problem cease-fire would hold. When quesis not population but a narrow tioned on United States aid to

." But in the these countries, Prof. Galbraith
cultural base
Malthusian countries (India, Pak- stated "that under no circumstanistan, Indonesia, China, etc.) this ces should military aid be reis

the vital problem.

In these sumed."
Prof. Galbraith, who has long
been an advocate of Red China's
admission to the UN, was pessimistic as to such a possibiliity in
this session of the General Assembly. Yet admission, he believes, is inevitable. Why has adbeing recognized that talk is not mission been prolonged? "Inerenough and that we must have tia," Prof. Galbraith replied.
action. Technical developments in
Two final questions. What was
the area of contraception are favorable, but we are not moving Prof. Galbraith's opinion of the
Genovese incident at Rutgers?
fast enough."

countries it is a moral choice
between birth control and death
by malnutrition. In India there
are eleven million new mouths
to feed every year. The limited
the great urban crisis," said Prof. supply of resources is not enough
Galbraith when discussing desir- to provide food. It is gradually

conservative, well-to-do elements
of our society.
"Just as the 1930's were the
years of the great rural crisis,
the 1960's will be the years of

able future legislation. Much
needs to be done in the areas of

transportation, air pollution, and
recreation. "The great problem is
that the federal government gets
the money and the cities get the

problem." Prof. Galbraith states
that, "new ways must be found
to get the money into the cities."
When questioned on the housing
problem, Prof. Galbraith endorsed
the rent subsidy program of President Johnson. The "notion of
helping people to afford better
housing, to afford houses with
some of the architectural graces,"
is a considerable step forward.
It is necessitated because of the
unimaginative architecture of public housing which Prof. Galbraith
termed a "hangover from the

19305."

Dropping from the federal to
the state level, the exceptionally
topical issue of the sales tax was
raised. It was noted that Profes-

sor Galbraith had supported the
sales taxes on many previous occasions. His case for the sales
tax was predicated on the fact
thai "states and localities are so
hard up, we need all kinds of
taxes; we cannot afford to pick
and choose." Questioned on the
regressivity of the sales tax,
Prof. Galbraith stated, "There's
no question that people in low
income brackets pay proportionately more under a sales tax."
He contended it is precisely these
people who accrue the most benefit from public spending. "For
example, if the schools are bad,
the well-to-do can send their children to private schools; it is the
poor people who suffer." To reinforce his point, he referred to Relevant to India and Pakistan,
the outstanding public educational of which Prof. Galbraith has an
facilities in California, "a state intimate acquaintance, the queswith a wide tax base and a sales tion of the Kashmir conflict was
tax
."
raised. His analysis detailed a
Discussion then moved to the threefold conflict: "It has aspects
international scene. It was noted of a civil war, antagonisms of a
that many specialists have said, religious nature and antagonisms
no matter how much foreign aid among old ruling groups." Prof.
is directed to underdeveloped Galbraith maintained that a solucountries in Asia and South Amertion could not be imposed from
ica, there can be no positive re- the outside, that it must be negosults unless something is done to tiated by the two countries incurb the birth rate. Prof. Gal- volved. He could not, however,
braith prefaced his remarks by foresee India's acquiescence to
saying, "Not all underdeveloped Pakistan's major demand of a
countries have a population prob- plebiscite in The Kashmir. Neverlem." He cited Africa as a con- theless he definitely stipulated
tinent with "vast natural resour- that, in his opinion, the current

..

Professor Galbraith applauded
Governor Hughes' stand. "A college professor has a right to his
views without being fired for
them." He further maintained
that any who support academic
freedom should support Governor
Hughes on this issue. In connection with this issue, Professor
Galbraith was asked for his views
on the recent anti-Vietnam demonstrations. He termed them "right,
proper, and beneficial." And
pointing to the uproar over cries
for peace he, perhaps rhetorically,
inquired about the lack of uproar
in response to General Curtis LeMay's cries for increased and extended bombings in Vietnam.
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THE HEIGHTS

The Student Judiciary: Why Not?
In

persuing

last week's been highly successful.

But still, the students "have no
HEIGHT'S, several normal patterns of student reaction were ev- right" to this form of self-govident: apathy, negligence, and ernment. Then we can only add
negative criticism?all aimed at that the student equally has no
one subject, the student judicial right to demand anything of the
system. From the first page arti- organizations which govern him.
cles, to the editorial, and finally Concerning the editorial on the
to Mr. Robert Sullivan's com- judicial system, there is a gross
ments, all played their typical misinterpretation of the role of

roles in student discourse.
Concerning the coverage of
Miss Curran's resignation, she
has seriously indicted the responsibility and attitude of the Boston
College student. The average
student should not be invested
with powers "to which they have
no right," powers which "the ad-

ministration alone should have."
That is, the average student
should be led along like the blind
sheep that he is, letting things
happen to him, not doing anything
himself.
Can anyone tell me why a Student should not have any of
these nebulous rights to which
Miss Curran refers? Why should
students not be allowed to judge
misdemeanors committed by their
constituerits in their common environment? Isn't this the established procedure in a civilized
democratic society, specifically in
the society which many here will
reluctantly and unpreparedly enter all too shortly? It seems that
the only real reason which has
been hinted for rejection of this
program is that it is easier to
shirk this responsibility rather
than accept it.
Too often ethical standards and
moral codes are ignored at Boston College because there is no
student disapproval of their violation. Would students steal so
much from the bookstore, cheat
so often on tests, be so willing
to get away with everything and
anything if their associates were
not giving their passive approval?
Is a student's character in any
way enhanced or his moral com-

student government and of the
student himself. According to the
editorial opinion, the role of government on campus should be a
"fighting for redress of grievan-

ces which students have with the
authorities." This
disciplinary
sounds as if we should be marching up Commonwealth Avenue
geared for a full scale siege of
Gasson Hall.
Are we, as students, that set
against the administration of our
college? Are we so inclined towards anarchy that we cannot ac-

cept the practical consideration
that there is a necessity for an

administration and that sometimes our ideas are not always
correct or in the best interests of
our college? Some of the people
can be right all of the time, and
all of the people can be right
some of the time, but never has
it been witnessed that all of the
people were right all of the time.
We are capable of making mis-

takes.

Basically, then, I must disagree
with this role of student government, a role which casts a strong
shadow of antagonism on its ef-

forts. Rather, student government
is a means whereby students
should be able to rule themselves
according to their own tenets, and
participate in the guiding of the

goals and direction of their college. It should, as one of its basic purposes, work with, and not
against, the administrative officers in improving the student's
involvemerit in his environment.
Since I regard a student judiciary
as a significant improvement, I
cannot support the editorial condemnation of this system.
While the editorial is blasting
the proposed judiciary as being
an oppressor of students, one column over we have Mr. Sullivan's
article condemning the courts as
being weak, ineffective, and sporadic in the application of justice.
The student court, in addition to
being farcically inept, will supposedly never be able to curb
"arbitrary administrative authority" or encourage "student disapproval of student violations of
University regulations." This is
perfectly proper to be asserted;
everyone has a right to an opin-

By David Register, A&S, '67
ware of this situation as it exists
on our campus. From elections
to athletics to social programming, no one seems to care what
happens, or how it happens. Why
is this? There are too many reasons to go into at this time, but
in part it is the student's fault,
in part that of student government, and in part that of the
HEIGHTS. Too often an issue of
this importance is not bothered

out the country that student judicial systems do work effectively.
We can do the same if we put
our ideas and constructive opinions together. Perhaps there
should be more provisions to insure impartiality of judges. Perhaps student judges should not
be allowed to perpetuate their
membership. Perhaps there
should be clauses to allow for
hearings for student grievances
against certain administrative
wrongs that have cropped up in
the past. Perhaps the selection of
cases for the courts should not be
left solely to the Deans of Discipline in the various colleges. Perhaps the manner of inauguration
of this system is not the way it
should be handled (that is,
through the individual senates.)
And finally, perhaps we should
take a harder look at the proposed codification of University reg-

with until it literally explodes in
someone's lap. It's like a crowd
watching a fused grenade, with
the survivors of the blast blaming all the deceased for not telling them to run. If the student
government will not release information, it is then the responsibility of student publications to
seek out these items and inform
the student body. If the students
ion. However, bow about some as a whole are not aware in advance of what is developing, how
proof of this claim? The odd thing
can anyone expect them to as- ulations and abandon some of the
is that of the representatives sume
a responsible and respon- antiquated notions of dress and
from twelve to fifteen major colsive attitude?
the cut system.
leges from Maine to Maryland,
It should be obvious at this
Yes, maybe we should do all of
to Ohio, with whom I have talked, what supposedly will never point that I am committed to the these, but we certainly won't achappen here is exactly what has concept of student honor codes complish anything by crying on
occurred! I can provide substan- and judicial systems. However, each others' shoulders because
tive proof for these claims; can this does not mean that I am we don't like the way things are
Mr. Sullivan?
thoroughly committed to the pro- run now. And quite obviously we
Lastly, the coverage of the open posed system as it Stands now. will never accomplish any changhearing on this proposed judicial I am strongly against the nega- es by just criticizing without ofsystem indicated very clearly the tive criticism that has been rais- fering any means of improveapathetic state of the Boston Col- ed up to this point. Why it is that ment. Constructive evaluation is
lege student body. Since com- at Boston College we can never the only way changes can be
piling the student poll on the Re- offer anything constructive but made; negation does not offer
treat issue last year for the Coun- are only content to tear down much to work with. Because
cil of Resident Men (at the re- and see faults in everything we something is new does not mean
quest of the Campus Council), I attempt? Now it is the time to that it is necessarily bad.
have become more and more a- change this. It has been demon- strated at many colleges through-

AS I SEE IT: THE TERM PAPER
By Michael

Assc.EFedat.

cation is contributed to by orEgger,
ganizing materials and writing a
paper on a specific subject. But them on the same or nearly the thing to their course should remitments in any way strengthenit is just as apparent to me that same date, and you can see the think the situation and see exacted by the paperback he just stole,
this can and, to a largo extent, problem developing. I think that ly what the value of a routine
or the five extra answers he
has been carried too far. Without a student can at most write two paper is.
wrote down but had no idea of
losing sight of the fact that it papers of length and quality in a
There are a lot of solutions but
their meaning? Wouldn't there be
is valuable to write some term semester. Any above this number the most obvious to me is that
some improvement of these conpapers in your college career will necessitate either secondary term papers should only be reditions of there were a student
(not so much to learn about the work
honor system (which necessarily
on the papers or putting off quired in seminars and in one's
specific subject as to have faced of studying course materials un- courses in the major field. Since
involves a student court) initiaand evaluated a problem on your til exam time.
ted on the Boston College camthis is the student's area of conown), it can be shown that if
The student with an excessive centration, it is necessary that
pus? The proof of this lies with
there is an exaggeration of the number of papers will also have he learn the method of his disevery campus that does have this
term paper rush it can serve no to select his topics for at least cipline particularly if he intends
system (and a great many do);
educational purpose except to some cf them too early to have to go on to graduate work. Even
and on our own where an honor
demonstrate the student's ability found what he would really be if this would mean that some
system has been inaugurated in
to function and achieve under a interested in writing about. It will students in a course (non-majors)
one of the undergraduate collarge amount of stress.
also be too early for him to have will do less work for the same
leges and, to say the least, has
Exactly what is a good term acquired the method of a strange grade, this does not appear to
j paper and how much work does field of study or a new teacher. me unjust because it is natural
;it entail? This varies with the
And if worst comes to worst to expect a major to do more
teacher assigning it, but some and the date looms ahead or tests and to be more interested in writI general statements can be made pile up the student may be so ing papers in this field.
i about an average paper of from pressed that he has to resort to Another solution would be in re! (en to fifteen pages. The idea for plagarism, or catually using an quiring two or more shorter pathe paper comes first and will old paper of a friend. It is cer- pers due at different times. Any
(but not unex- number of answers could be found
On Thursday and Friday of last opposes the war in Viet Nam is t"ke more or less time, depending tainly regrettable
that
much of this if a professor is adequately conupon
plainablel
how
much
time
the
so
student
week, signatures were collected no more necessarily unpatriotic
on campus for a telegram to than one who opposes Robert has to waste looking for an in- goes on. But if the paper is just cerned about the value that his
President Johnson, voicing sup- Welch. He may (or may not) be spiration. Research will take a going to be thrown together any- students will get out of his asport for his policy in regard to mistaken, but to equate being minimum of twenty to thirty way, the student might as well signments rather than proving
Viet Nam. The issue of whether mistaken with unpatriotic is child- hours of looking, reading and note borrow a paper for all the value that his course is tough and that
a student has to work to do well.
taking. (The inadequacies of our that he will get out of it.
or not our official stance in Viet ish.
library may contribute to lengthGiven these difficulties, what But whatever the individual
Nam is correct is one I have no
But perhaps I do BC wrong.
desire to get involved with at the Perhaps our simpletons are of !en this in some disciplines.) The can a term paper add to a course? professor chooses to do, he must
! actual writing of the paper will There is a large amount to be admit the great disadvantage that
present time. This article, therefore, is not to be interpreted, as somewhat subtler, though more take about ten hours and typing gained by a well researched, well a student is placed at when the
either supporting or condemning dangerous, type. Perhaps what will vary with the student's own thought out and well written pa- only thing he has time to learn
But there is practically noth- are those things that he can rethe official U. S. policy in Viet that sign really meant was that typing abilities (or his girl's or per.
his father's secretary's). A quick ing of value in throwing three, late to his papers. There is a lot
Nam.
if you support your country's of- addition shows that good term four, and even five papers to- to be discovered in a good course
However, on the tables at which ficial position you are not a pa- paper can be done inaa minimum
gether in one semester. I am besides that which has to be
signatures were being collected
triot. This is the attitude that of forty hours if there are no c-eaking now of educational value studied for tests, but a student
was a sign reading "Is Patriotism
It pnd I think that the small amount who is overburdened with term
extenuating circumstances.
Out of Date? We Say No!" I am contributed so much to Hitler. It
cculd
be
done
within
conceivably
of facts learned in no way com- papers cannot discover it. Besides
not sure exactly how this is to is far from the attitude of the a week, but most people will find pensates for the great amount of this there is the untold educahe interpreted, but there seems to true patriot, expressed by Carl that
some term papers will take course material missed. No one tional value of the many other
be two possibilities, to both of Schurz. To paraphrase him (.belonger than this and would better can expect any except the most offerings of college life (especialwhich I must strongly object.
cause memory fails to deliver the be done in two, three, or gifted and studious people to ly in the Boston area) which are
The first, and more simple- precise quote), the correct attidelve into and penetrate such a cut off to the harassed term paminded, is that the person is tude is "My country, right or even four weeks. (This is espe- large number of topics in a mean- per scribbler.
saying "If you agree with me, wrong. If right, to advance her cially true if the student has ingful and creative way.
Relief can only come from
you're a patriot; if you don't, cause; if wrong, to set her right." courses that he feels he should
This problem falls, of course, some deliniation of an intelligent
you're not." This is the kind of
So, to all of BC's enthusiastic keep up on.)
right in a teacher's lap. A clear policy on the part of the faculty.
flunking that leads people to ac- and highly patriotic young men
Add to this the fact that the examination of the facts would Most of us students are too busy
cuse William F. Buckley, Jr. of (God bless them): if you must
indicate that something should be writ'ng term papers to mount a
being a Communist because he have God on your side, try to term paper should be done ideally done to change the existing situ- good demonstration, which seems
opposes Robert Welch. But it is realize that those who oppose you at the end of the semester's study ation. Those professors who think to be the only way that students
easy to forget that someone who are not always the devil.
and that most teachers require that a term paper adds some- say anything in the 19605.
Think back to when you preregistered for this year's courses;
and try to remember why you
signed up for the courses you
did. Did you take a course to ?
absorb the matter of it or to
concentrate on a smaller, more
specific figure or idea within that
course? I think that it is fairly
obvious that you took the course
for its overall matter, and I think
it is fair to say that the required
courses are on the curriculum for
their entire scope rather than a
smaller part of it.
From this it seems to followthat the present gung-ho term
paper policy is somewhat off focus. It is true that general edu-

We Want War!

By Robert McDonough, A&S, '67
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Once Again... TOWER TODiBelardino,

Staff Reporter

By Phil

SECOND BALCONY NOTES
The dictionary tells us that
Kismet is the Arabic word for
fate. But to the many people who
at one time or another were
lucky enough to find themselves
in the SHUBERT Theatre during
the past two weeks the word
Kismet has only brought to mind
visions of multi - colored, twirling skirts that dissolve themselves
into a whirlpool of lavish Arabian
sets.
Producer Richard Rodgers, in
association with the Music Theater of Lincoln Center, has masterfully presented this revival of the
1953 Broadway smash hit. Mr.
Rodgers' most ingenious decision
was to persuade Alfred Drake to
recreate his original starring role
of Hajj. Mr. Drake is surely one
of the last male bastions of
Broadway personality. His husky
singing voice lustily ascends the
nose-bleeding heights of the Second Balcony and his clarity of

diction and expression is unequaled among his musical confreres today.
On the other hand,

Mr. Drake's

co-star, Anne Jeffreys, is remarkably deficient as the wickedly seductive Lalume. Miss Jeffreys, suffering from a bad case
of miscasting, does her hammy
best to make the character credible. Instead, she only succeeds
in giving the impression of having
stumbled onto the stage from
the movie set of, possibly Candy.
most distinguished
Kismet's

quality is its exquisitely melodic
score. Lately, the rule rather
than the exception in musicals
has been to create as dissonant a
score as possible. In the past decade, with the exceptions of West
Side Story, My Fair Lady, and
The Sound of Music, our Broadway "melody kings" have omitted melody as their pre-requisite.
In Kismet we find another happy
exception. George Forrest and
Robert Wright have wisely adapted the themes of Alexander
Borodin, added their own clever
lyrics, and turned out one of the
best scores in the history of the
Ame r i c an musical. Sands
of Time, Rhymes Have I, Bauand
Bangles
bles,
Bangles,
Beads, And This Is My Beloved,
He's In Love, Stranger in Paradise, are just a few examples
from the score that will attest to

this statement.
Kismet terminates its brief run
in the Hub tomorrow night. Make
sure it's in your fate this weekend to see it. You won't regret
it.(And Allah will love you besides.)

.

CINEMA

ASTOR: Ship Of Fools: Mike
Oh, never mind
Arnold says
what he says and see it anyway.
(Good) Perfs: 6:20 and 9 PM.
PARAMOUNT: The Hill: has a
plot with more valleys and boredom with more peaks than star

.

Wednesday and Saturday, and
1:30 and 5 Sundays and holidays.
CAPRI: Bambole: I ask you
sir, what sort of word is that?
Monica Vitti, Virna Lisi, Elke
Sommer and Gina Lollobrigida
are distastefully stirred together
in this Italian can of minestrone
ad nauseam. (Poor).
CENTER: Die, Monster, Die
Based on Count Dracula's worstselling autobiography To Be
Dead, To Be Really Dead
That
Must
Be Glorious! Admission:
1 pint of blood for orchestra
seats, V2pint for balcony. Blood
type not specified.
?

?

MISCELLANEOUS
Bob Dylan will be at the BACK
BAY Theatre this Sunday evening at 7:30 PM. Prices: $2.75,
$3.75 and $4.75. (Tonight's performance is completely sold out
?

try gate-crashing.)

Famous Classical guitarist Rey
dc la Torre will make an appearance at the N. E. LIFE HALL
tonight at 8:30 PM. Prices: $2.50
and $3.Q0.
The Boston Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of
guess who
will feature the first
program in a series of organ concerts this Sunday at 8:30 PM.
Featured organists for the performance will be Simon Preston,
substitute organist of Westminster
Abbey.
This Monday evening, Nov. 1,
SYMPHONY HALL will host the
Moscow Philharmonic Orchestra,
under the direction of Kiril Kondrashin. Among the selections
?-

?

By Andrew Durkin, A&S, '68
the three articles
and the editorial in last week's
Heights about the activities and
projects of the Judicial Committee, two facts are glaringly apparent: the arguments against a
court (as envisioned by the Judicial Court) are sensible and forceful; the tired phrases for it lack
any solidity whatever.
Particular attention should be
paid to Miss Curran's reasons for
her resignation: 1. Students would
be endowed with power vis a vis
their fellow students to which
they have no clear right; 2. The
possibility of unbiased proceeding
is at least uncertain; 3. Little inquiry of other judicial systems or
alternate channels of handling
such problems has been made;
4. As of now, there is to be no
final approval or rejection by the
student body.
Miss Curran obviously felt that
these considerations were cogent
enough for her to strongly dissent and publicly disassociate
herself from the Committee. Her
integrity in this course of action
is highly commendable, and she
deserves the gratitude of the student body for bringing to the attention of all the inadequacies of
the Committee and its proposed

REX HARRISON
"Teaching the English how to speak."
1965 -66 season with a rousing
thud. High on the list of all time
losers is the new, big, brassy
musical flop of the fall: Drat!
The Cat, starring Elliot (Mr.
Streisand) Gould. The only adjectives evoked by the New York
career.
The musical score by Alan Daily critics were very similar
Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe to the first part of the musical's
is bright, memorable, extremely title. Barbara Streisand, the
tuneful, and Cecil Beaton takes show's main investor, and Columus for a childhood romp "through bia Records took a $400,000
the bakery" with his delectable bruising. Like it really hurts
sets and properly gaudy cos- them, right?
The Clancy Brothers, that nottumes. The screenplay was adapwill be
ted by Lerner from his own dra- ed Italian opera quartet,
matic adaptation of George Bern- at the BACK BAY Theater on
ard Shaw's Pygmalion. George Nov. 5, at 8:30 PM. Prices: $2.50,
and $4.50. A word to the
Cukor has directed and Jack L. $3.50, (or
whatever your denominWarner has produced the $17,000,- wise
-000 motion picture for Warner ation): get your tickets now,
they're going as fast as copies of
Brothers.
My Fair Lady also features the Heights.
SEE YOU NEXT WEEK!
Stanley Hollaway, Gladys Cooper,

an Oscar winning performance
with usual Harrison verve and
polish. Audrey Hepburn's performance is noticeably overshadCINERAMA: The Hallelujah
owed by Harrison's mastery, but
Symphony
trail,
of
with
will
be
Shostakovich's
piece
Trail: What a
it still emerges as one of the
Letter
Tchaikovsky's
9;
Lee Remick and a
° mela Tiffin. No.
best
in her long, fruitful film
"Eugene
(Fair). Perfs: 8:30 nightly, 2PM Scene from the Opera
Scan Connery (surprisingly sans
femmes!) can carry. (Skip it).
Perfs: 6 and 9:35.

LET MY PEOPLE GO
After reading

Onegin;" and Mahler's Symph- Theodore Bikel, and Eight Oscars.
ony No. 9.
Ain't that a kick in the head?
WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND
Perfs: 8:30 nightly; (Sundays
MY FAnt LADY, regrettably, at 7:30) Wed., Sat, Sun. and
is in its last week at the SAXON holidays at 2PM. Prices: $2 to
Theatre after a successful and $3.30. Telephone reservations will
be accepted: LI 2-4600.
"luverly" year-long run.
TOWER CHATTER
Rex Harrison, who had played
the role of Henry Higgins for over The Broadway theatre (talk
three years on the stage, delivers about euphemisms) has begun its

initiation and participation in,
and therefore approval of, what
will remain esesntially an administration activity. There should be
checks by students on disciplinary
functions of the administration,
not a structure which helplessly
facilitates their operation.

Events at Boston College since
September 1965 have occurred in
a significant pattern. Acts of the
administrationand of the students
have arranged themselves in
varying degrees of relevancy
about a major point of consideration, essential to an evaluation
of any developmental institution.
The point is Responsibility.
Responsibility is, of course, an
incredibly pliable term. One can
be responsible for, to, or with
almost anything. However, relative to the educational objectives
of all universities, and especially
of Catholic colleges, responsibility
can be equated with mental maturity. It is not necessary to discuss the concept of intellectual
responsibility, but it is unquessystem.
tionably necessary to discover the
Against her sound arguments state of its existence on a campus
from within, reiterated and am- considering collegiate reform.
plified from without by Mr. SulliCertain issues have become
van's incisive article and the edi- paramount at Boston College
torial, the nebulous rhetoric of the either because of continual referJudicial Committee is puerile. A ence to them, or because of the
court which is a delegation of the simple urgency of the facts. Some
administration's supposed paren- have been half-dealt with, some
tal authority and is designed to discretely ignored, and others put
protect the good image of the BC far enough into the future to be
student seems hardly worth im- irrevelant. Yet all are essential
plementing.
enough to have many manifestaOne wonders how the arbitrary tions. For example, last year's
administrator of justice is in any vigorous controversy over the reway modified beyond being en- treat requirements eventually
dowed with an aura of student showed itself to be involved in a

The Campus Council and its Judicial Committee would do well
not to consider its court a "fait
accompli," but heed sensible objection, or suffer the further deterioration of student support and
the loss of any claim of student

representation.

The Progress That Exists
By Joseph Harvey, Ed., '67
tarther ranging strata of student
unrest. Best exemplified by the
Heights' action to take a poll of
the situation of students' souls,
the question before the board was
not "should a student be held re-

sponsible for a retreat each
year?", but "how religiously responsible are these Catholic students at all?". These implications
apply to the theory of unlimited
cuts for all students, the idea of
a student-rated faculty, the omnipresent question of the value and
validity of Philosophy and Theology courses, and, of course, to the
concept of a student government.
Consistently, the point for students is the level of maturity

which

the administration will

grant them and, for the administration, the level of maturity the
student will grant himself. Over
all, the question is one of survival
with what degree of responsibility may students be entrusted for the good of the College?
The first two months of this
academic year at Boston College
have brought a wide range of
events of varying influence from
traditional Orientation to the admirably assertive pro-Viet Nam
telegram of last week. Despite
one's feelings on the subject, the
positive fact of an action taken is
worth the attention of all opinion?

ated students. (It is hard to beIt would be impossible to omit
lieve that there is no student left the extensive activities of the
at Boston College, but one waits Young Americans For Freedom
for a sign.) However, there are (Y.A.F.) at Boston College in the
events more impressive?primaripast month. It is true that the
ly, the establishment and re-es- "responsibility" of this group
tablishment of two academic could be debated, but the exhibicouncils.
tion of committment and camThe new Council on Intellectual paign of concern deserves acClimate and the two-year-old Ad- knowledgement. Nor could last
visory Board to the Dean of the
week's example of individual acSchool of Education are still only countability, the resignation, of
suggestions of a future rapport,
Miss Curran from the Judicial
but the invitation to a realization Commission, be unmentioned.
of that potential has been extendAll of the previous stand as
ed. The atmosphere is still uncerresponsitain as to the effect any non- examples of intellectual
legislative student group could bility worthy of notice by peers
cause, and there is the danger of and by administration. The exisof the other side of the coin
isolated sounding-off. However, tence
and it is unnecessary
the existence of these boards are is obvious,
exemplify it. For it has 'not
a variable with which responsible to
students and administration can significantly altered, except, perhaps for the recurrence of a fawork.
Two significant student action miliar underground student paprograms have appeared since per. Boston College seems to
September, the Sodality's Project have an obsession with proving
Opportunity, and the affiliation of that it can play as hard as any
the School of Education under- Ivy League college, though to
is not included in
graduates with low income areas work as hard
the
bargain.
for
of Roxbury and Charlestown
It would seem that we stand at
tutorial purposes. Although Boston College has not welcomed out- a critical point with opportunities
side Civil Rights and Civic Action to go many ways under the aegis
groups, these movements from of the term "liberal." Intellectual
within expose undercurrents of responsibility must pay the major
feeling for social action coming to part in Boston College's coming
of age.
a point.
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One of the most significant
For the past two years the Boston School Committee, led by Louise Day Hicks, and followed by William factors in politics and law durthe past year has been the
O'Connor, Joseph Lee, and Thomas Eisenstadt, has done ing
emergence of vociferous extreme
political
little more than mesmerize the citizens with
fringes on both the left
right.
slogans like "the tradition of neighborhood schools" and The publicity accordedand
the exgroup
very
has
obvious- tremists has been enormous in
"theevils of bussing." What this
ly failed to do, is solve, or for that matter, even confront, volume, and, though largely critithe critical problems affecting the public school system cal, has served only to help
in Boston.
them become greater in number
and
more effective in voice.
incumbent
Committee
has
allowed
$29
The
School
It is difficult to determine exmillion in construction funds to lay fallow for two years, actly
what has caused this new
completely disregarding the Sargent Report and the explosion
of dissenting extremes,
Harvard Field Studies Report which have shown the though there are several discernneed for and which mapped out more than $132 million ible contributing reasons. Firstly,
despite the constant protests of
worth of new school construction.
The incumbent School Committee has failed to at- F. B. I. head, J. Edgar Hoover
tract new, qualified, permanent teachers and has re- during the past decade, there
channeled funds needed for substitute teachers into non- has been a loosening of restrictions on extremists in the name
academic salaries.
freedom of speech.
The incumbent School Committee has failed to pro- ofSecondly,
there has been a
vide vocational training suitable for employment in to- blossoming of a generation taught
day's technical, business, and electronics industries.
during its adolescence to think
The incumbent School Committee has failed to take for itself, to accept nothing as
advantage of vast new sums offered by state and federal fact simply because someone
agencies by refusing to comply with new laws and by its says it is true, and to be idealishumane.
reticence to initiate and develop imaginative educative tically
Thirdly, there has been a conprograms. In fact, the Boston school system stands to tinuing
by many branches
lose up to $24 million by not complying with the new of the refusal
mainstream to denounce
state racial imbalance act and the Civil Rights Bill of extremists and refuse their sup1964.
port in elections and protests.
By capitalizing on the prejudice of the native popuSingularly, there is nothing vitlace, the incumbents (save Arthur Gartland) have ally wrong with any of these
shrouded themselves behind the sociology misinterpreted trends, but together they have
terms of "bussing" and"the neighborhood school" and aided the establishment of sociwell apart from the mainhave destroyed any hope of intelligent consideration and eties
and have added serious
discussion of the problem of educating the Negro within stream
elements of disagreement, disthe Boston school system. In the personage of Louise unification, and dislike in this
Day Hicks this attitude has been voiced in numerous country.
harangues which have alienated the Negro community, During the campaign of 1964,
and insulted the dignity of every member of the Negro the John Birch Society and other
right-wing groups became imporcommunity.
in the politics of this
The Negro problem is a reality that must be con- tant factors
The refusal of the Repubnation.
fronted, not as Hicks and Co. have, through condescenParty, headed by Barry
sion, insincerity, and political advantage aforethought, lican
Goldwater and his supporters, to
but rather in an atmosphere conducive to understanding, condemn the extremists, who had
intelligent discussion, and a willingness to attempt a vi- so often labeled its own standard
able solution to the particular problem at hand.
bearer, Dwight D. Eisenhower, a
This approach is undeniably out of the question with Communist sympathizer, was
the present School Committee. On Tuesday, Nov. 2, the without reason (even considering
citizens of Boston can eliminate intellectual aridity and the narrow-minded campaign
moral obesity in their municipal government by voting planning). Because of the theory
vote is a vote," the
out of office four-fifths of this committee, namely, Mrs. that "ahelped
turn the campaign
Hicks, William O'Connor, Joseph Lee and Thomas Eisen- G.O.P.
away from the true issues into
stadt. These public officials have demonstrated their a fest of name-calling and hateinability to cope with fundamental political situations on mongering. As much blame falls
any level above the emotional. They had their chance on the Republicans as the Demoand they blew it.
crats for the shabbiness of the
It is time now for others to try. The remaining one- electioneering.
Yet, the American people showfifth of the present committee, Arthur Gartland, together with Mcl King, Velia DiCesare, George Parker, ed intelligence and calm moderaby overwhelmingly rejecting
and John Gaquin offer a slate of candidates with positive tion
the party which showed disdain
proposals and a receptiveness to ideas. Even more im- for the mainstream (a term
portant is their capability to actuate these proposals and brought into the campaign by the
ideas in an a-political milieu to provide sound education- Republicans themselves).
al opportunities to all students in Boston. We heartily Because, however, the Birch
endorse these five candidates to provide for the "New Society and similar groups reso much free advertising
Boston" quality education in a racially balanced atmos- ceived
during the campaign, a great
phere.
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modernization of the
the youth division of the Commun- treme, but rather simply at- most than th<
Minutemen, but, Church, begun by the Vatican
Council, has affected many areas
ist Party, while the second is tempting to establish its true oddly enough,
OX}gh most
centered around the philosophies place in American life by having cated Amencai
have a good idea of Catholic life, including the
r
of what the K
of Peking. The Y. S. A. is the ideas and beliefs of its own.
K stands for Catholic press. Questions are now
youth alliance of the Socialist What damage has been done by few worry aboi
being asked concerning how much
(_
Workers Party.
the far left and far right is over The obvious
perpetrat- freedom should Catholic journalk,
The plain fact is that the true and passed. The true American ed by the rel«
CoUie LeR 0y ists have, how much do the bishbelievers in pacifism and those moderation has been proven and Wilkins under!
me inroads ops manage the news and what
who sincerely feel that we are established. It is time now to re- the Man has i
de mt0 the judi. progressive steps will be taken in
wrong being in Vietnam have hurt unify our nation and prevent any cial and lega
systems of the the future. In recent years, the
themselves irreparably by being possible future damage. The South. The fi
g0vernment Catholic has revealed significant
identified with the left-wing main step here is for sensible, must immedia
y
steps t0 deficiencies in the fields of news
extremists. The failure of the re- moderate leaders of organizations guarantee the
the civil reporting and editorial freedom,
ligiously and socially inclined dedicated to social change, whe- rights, and tl
equality of all and unless steps are taken to corproponents of peace in Vietnam to ther they be proponents of civil Americans by
Hawing the Klan rect these, the Church press candenounce Communist support is rights, peace, or decreased fed- completely an
prosecuting per- not hope or expect to keep dissimilar to the mistake made last eralization, to reject the support sons who con!
e t0 foUow its criminating readers.
Catholic newspapers are, in a
year by the G.O.P. They have in- of known extremists, persons doctrine.
curred loud criticism from a against the true ideals of this The Minutera
a less ]?,<??, sense, trade papers. They conlarge majority of Americans country. Such rejection will put organization w
a surprisingly cern themselves with Ithe affairs
through their own short sighted- these fringe groups on their own large members
>. If this can be of the Church and of the diocese,
ness.
feet where they will be unable to imagined, it is
to the ex- how current events affect the
It is time for the persons or- stand for long. It is only when treme right th
the Birch Soci- Church and what Catholic opinion
ganizing political, social, and these groups are able to hang ety in the fact
at me members is or should be on certain situeconomic protests to realize that on to the coattails of more mod- advocate the u
0f
to pre- ations. Consequently, the reader
extremists lend injury rather erate organizations that they can vent further 1
gressive legisla- should nalturally expect to learn
than aid. In the past year we have any serious disrupting ef- tion when th
opportune time more about the Church by readhave observed that the large ma- fects on the politics, economics arises. Such ai
rganization is as ing the diocesan paper, but here
un-American
jority of Americans resent the and sociology of this country.
tne Communist he is disappointed. Catholic journinvolvement of the left-and right Perhaps, the worst of the ex- Party and,
reason, alists often find themselves embarrassed because secular papers
a
wing fringes in the problems of treme groups are not recognized should be outla
print
the Catholic
this country. This was exhibited immediately for what harm they For the ma
sunpie re- papers,stories which
by the 1964 election and by the have done and can do in the jection of ext
nist support by bishop's in compliance to a
wishes or because of a
telegrams and rallies of support future to our American system of sensible leade
?f responsible
editorial outlook,
for President Johnson's Vietnam democracy. Publicity has reached organizations [
be enough to conservative
or would not print. Catholic
the two such groups which come render the frin
policies.
ineffectual and could
seem to think that this
Yet, at the same time, this is first to my mind, but not in as unimportant, '
ie still permit- journalists
"not
that other papers
bad,
is
so
not enough, for we have seen an effective a way as it has other ting free speee
n the full sense manage
the news, and [that their
increased enrollment in extremist injurious fanatics such as atheist of democracy
n gome cases, publication
still deserves a public.
organizations and a trend toward Madalyne Murray. The two I con- however, the
right prohibition
Such a view overlooks an imdisunity similar to the period of sider as dangerous as any organi- of certain o:
nizations is a portant
fact. People read papers
the McCarthy investigations in zations in this nation are the necessity. It is
by any stretch
to learn the news. If a diocesan
the early fifties. Youth has been Ku Klux Klan and the Minute- of the imagine
undemocratic
n>
journal cannot provide this, it
to use legal
)s against such
attracted both to the far left and men.
has
no right to claim the title
are
as
C
right
by
publicity
suggest
they
persons
far
the
accordBoth
that
munists, Klans- "newspaper."
The poor coverage
ed the fanatical groups, as it American in philosophy while men, and Mini
men who, them- given the Second
Vatican Council,
seeks identity and accomplish- they adhere to doctrines which selves, are de
ated to the un- the greatest
event of
ecclesiastical
ment. Still, the young generation are about as American as Sukar- dermining of
true American the
century, proved how few
of protestors is not essentially ex- no. The Klan is better known to ideals of demo
cy.
Catholic publications could justly
make that claim.
ONE
PART
During the Council's first session, the Church press kept
denying the validity of terms like
"Conservative" and "progressive"
and kept reiterating that if there
were any differences among the
bishops, these differences must be
ByASno&dras,
played down because all the
bishops had good intentions. Then,
Thomas Walker, in his article thwart the will of the majority. majority of th
louth Vienamese a writer, using the pseudonymn
attacking the U.S. policy in Viet- Unlike 1956, when they had re- back the Viet
ng. Although he Xavier Rynne, and presumed by
nam (Heights Oct. 22, 1965) ig- cently won a just and poular war admitted that
gp present war most critics to be a cardinal or
nored many of the essential facts against French colonialism, they effort is going
v" he predicted group of bishops sent to The
and distorted the basic issues. I would not now win a national that the U.S. v
[d not be willing New Yorker a series of"Letters
would like to point out these er- election.
to commit the
ecessary troops. from Vatican City" in which he
rors since the companion article,
Mr. Walker claimed that the Obviously he h
willing. Is the provided a full account of Council
supporting U.S. policy, did not.
hostility of the people toward the rest of the U.l
roing to give in proceedings, including names and
rently he puts all pertinent facts. Now conciliar
Mr. Walker holds that our posi- government in power indicated so easily? A]
tion in South Vietnam is unjustifi- their opposition to the fight again- more faith in I Communist will secrecy was a thing of the past.
able because the majority of the st the_Viet Cong. He failed to note to win than ii
hat of the U.S. Catholic journalistic attempts to
Viet Cong are South Vietnamese that this dissension has been with- In coming to
3 conclusion he deny there were serious rifts
and because the South Vietnam- in the anti-Communist camp for assumed thai
the advantages among the bishops were revealed
ese government is technically religious or petty political rea- which any gue
la force has are as ludicrous. Other secular publisons and
faction seeking insurmountaible
tic ignored the cations also began to report difincrease in membership resulted. illegal. The first contention is ing powerthat each
professed its anti- examples of M
the
has
misleading
and
both
evade
va and the Phil- ferences among the bishops, and
To the other side, the A.. D. A.,
Communist sentiments.
forces were dc
ted under simil- this competition forced a change
though certainly not as far to the basic issue.
on the Catholic reporting of VatiThe U.S. Department of State Mr. Walker stated that the ar conditions.
extreme as the Birch Society,
Mr. Walker
itioned that oar can n. Before the first "Letter"
but still apart from the moder- Bulletin for Feb. 1965 reports that present South Vietnamese governdangerous and the Catholic press used such
ates by a goodly distance also re- most of the 35,000 hard core Viet ment is illegal. In the sense that intervention w
iation. In other phrases as "some bishops" and
ceived a transfusion from the Cong, who do the bulk of the it has not been chosen by plebis- would bring r<
i us not to de- "certain Council fathers" and all
publicity accorded it during the fighting, are drawn from the re- cite, he is correct. It is far more words, he adv
mainder of the more than 30,000 legal, however, since it repre- feat the Oomru
usts and make "inside" stories by bishops at
days before the election.
ittedly, there is the Council were basically conciliNorth Vietnamese citizens (most- sents the greater part of the peo- them mad. Ai
ly soldiers in the North Vietnam- ple on the all important issue of risk involved, 1
***
it does not-just- atory. Only after the psuedo-nonymous Rynne blithely revealed the
More reecntly, we have seen a ese army) who infiltrated South the war, than a Communist gov- ify appeasemei
continuation in the rise of extrem- Vietnam between 1959 and 1964. ernment would be.
full going-ons of the Council with
ele amounts to complete disregard for clerical
ism. Of late, the increase has It goes on to report that the rate The Vietnamese people were to The whole t
little more tl
Mr. Walker's
been on the left rather than the of infiltration is steadily increas- decide their status as a nation in unsupported
prohibitions did the Catholic pubop
>ns. It completeright.
lications give names and use epiing and is now carried out on the the election scheduled for 1956. ly disregards ti
Judgment
of ex- thets like "progressive"
Among the fourteen organiza- battalion level. The rest of the Since then, without an election, perts
and
;
on these
and the statis- "conservative."
tions which sponsored the Cam- Viet Cong, 60,000 to 80,000 part the South Vietnamese have de- tics
are i
that
ilable.
bridge centered rally to protest time guerrillas, do come from cided to remain a sovereign naThe Council provided the chance
American involvevent in Viet- South Vietnam. An undetermined tion. The North Vietnamese are
for the Catholic Press to lead
however,
nam were four permanent organi- number of these,
fight trying to block that decision. The
the way; instead it followed.
f
zations of a revolutionary Com- for the Viet Cong only because of present arrangement, although
Catholic journalists had access to
or
munist nature. The percentage is threats of torture and death. Thus different from that of 1954, is
a vast amount of first-hand intypical of rallies held elsewhere the real backbone of the Com- more just and more in keeping
formation from the bishops. Acin the nation. Several others, in munist forces does not come from with the policies of the U.N. demcurate, factual reporting of Vationstrated in the similar division
fact, were also quite a bit less South Vietnam.
can II would have given Catholic
than moderate, though they canThe relative number of the Viet of India and Pakistan. The U.S.
journalism enormous prestige and
not be titled Communist.
Cong, which Mr. Walker failed to cannot allow the South Vietnam- { The editors
the Stylus J a wide audience. Instead, the
|
Noticeably present among the mention, is far more important ese to be swallowed up by the
reticent, pacificatory reporting
have annou
-d that the
fourteen sponsors listed by the than their nationality. At most North Vietnamese simply because
\u2666 cost it both of these. Just how
«
be on the
magazine
Cambridge Committee were the they number only 100,000 out of they number about a million less.
Rynne and others hurt the
Friday
J badly
W. E. B. Dußois Clubs of Amera population of 15 million as comMr. Walker also proposed that £ stands by n<
Catholic press will never be
ica, the May 2nd Movement, the pared to the South Vietnamese the U.S. and South Vietnamese
known, but the articles in the
Meanwhile,
Humanities
Young Socialist Alliance, and the army of 593,000 plus local militia. forces concede because they can- £
secular journals were necessary.
staff is still
«epting conSocialist Workers Party. To be They do not represent the major- not possibly win. He supported
J
They presented the bishops as
tribufJons.
more precise, the first has been ity of the South Vietnamese. On this contention with the previoushuman beings with differing and
identified by J. Edgar Hoover as the contrary they are trying to ly answered supposition that he
often conflicting personalities and
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and its stand is South Viet Nam.
It is a war to stop communist
ested only in conserving what
aggression, ndt just 'over there'
she had, the Church is now more To the Editor:
but
also 'over there. Yet in spite
My
congratulations
active. From the point of view of
to the
an editor, the activity of the Heights for its editorial "Our of this valid necessity to protect
Church now makes good copy. Generation," October 15 issue, ourselves from the onslaught of
Consequently, the secular journals which timely preceded, by a day, communism, which no intelligent
have greatly increased the volume Saturday's demonstration on the person can belittle, our generation
and quality of their religious news Boston Common pro and con our demonstrates against it. Since it
Now the
reporting.
Catholic war in Viet Nam. The editorial is illogical to conclude from their
and
papers have competition.
Saturday's
demonstration actions that the demonstrators
This competition does not need only made me feel more convinc- are protesting against the United
an Imprimatur or Nihil Obstat to ed that the "sit-ins and teach-ins, States for not allowing the Compublish and is not afraid of step- the demonstrations and defiances, munists to take over South Viet
ping on some bishops' toes. the protests and peace marches" Nam, it is obvious that they are
Secular papers consider bishops are fthe best proofs that our gener- protesting the policies, the means
as men in the news, not as ation will not allow the United whereby the United States is fightsacrosanct personages who are States to vegetate into a nation of ing Communism in Viet Nam.
is all the more apparent
above criticism; they present unquestioning, trusting autom- (This you
read some of the signs
church officials more humanly atons. And I hope I am not being when
and more interestingly than the naive and sentimental when I the demonstrators wave in the
Catholic press does, and therefore, see such actions as the reflection air). The demonstrators see conmore credibly. The staff of dioce- of a people searching for the real tradictions in the policy of the
san papers, mostiy conservatives, meaning of the American ideal. U.S. which do not jive, they have
are having trouble meeting this Most of the demonstrations tak- been taught otherwise1; the ends
kind of rivalry. For years the ing place today throughout the do justify the means. So we
Church press had no competition United States arise from a valid have our demonstrations to protest
because secular papers were not dissatisfaction on the part of a such an idea.
terribly interested in reporting group of people, the majority of Tolstoy said, "War is sweet for
how much a new rectory cost or whom are college students, with the untried." I doubt that he was
rights.
how many people went to the some aspects of the world they speaking for our age. War is not
These views and actions certain- Holy Name Society picnic. Now live in. Everywhere they see ap- sweet to some of us. And to some,
ly do ndt reflect those of other the Church press does have com- parent contradictions to what they despite all the attempts of a
American Catholics on the racial petition and it will have to libera- know is right. The contradictions Jimmy Breslin to romanticize,
question. The antediluvian atti- lize in order to attract discrimin- of equality, the contradictions of sentimentalize, and glorify the
tude of the Los Angeles diocese ating readers.
the administrative branches of our deeds of our soldiers over there,
scandalizes the Church in CaliiIf the diocesan paper wants any federal government, and the con- war is still not sweet. I can't
fornia and across the country, but influence, it must prove it is a tradictions which have bred cor- condemn those Jimmy Breslins
where are the Catholic editorials newspaper first and an ecclesias- ruption in many state govern- for how they report (they are just
protesting these abuses? The secu- tical mouthpiece second. Candor ments. And after having seen pitiful), what I do condemn is the
lar press is aware of the situ- and accuracy will enable it to these contradictions, they cannot contradictions they brush aside.
ation; can the Catholic press be compete with the secular press, remain silent; for, like the edit- Our soldiers are doing what is
so naive?
but timidity will doom it. There orial said, "the present generation necessary and they are doing it
The Catholic press has gotten do exist serious rifts among the thinks that silence is a scandal." period, not romantically nor nobly;
along fine for years under the bishops at the Council; the
Last Saturday we saw our they are fighting in a hell. What
current circumstances; why the diocese of Los Angeles has failed generation pro and con our war has to be admitted is the overneed for reform now? .This need to catch up with the rest of the in Viet Nam. Concerning this war whelming fact that necessity, in
arises from the rew interest from Church on racial matters. Admit- I can say two things; first, our this case, demands the contradicthe new religion. Before the pon- ting facts like these does not harm war in Viet Nam is a necessity; tions of 'ends justifying means',
of freedom justifying aggression.
tificates of John XXIII and Paul the Church which is composed of and second, that this necessity
VI, the Catholic Church was a very human members, but deny- arose out of the policies of the But this is where part of our
closed organization. However, with ing or ignoring them makes United States towards commun- generation goes all wrong in their
the rise of ecumenism and the Catholics look smugly hypocritical. ism throughout the world which, demonstrations for Viet Nam
new spirt of freedom, the Church If the truth is going to make us in my opinion, uritil recently have is different from Selma because in
has gone out to the world and free, the Catholic press should not been disastrous. The United States Selma a contradiction has bred
had to take a stand somewhere, inequality, while in Viet Nam, a
instead of being static and inter- be afraid to print it.
war has bred a contradiction. In
Selma we eradicate the contraPART TWO
diction and inequality is gone, in
Viet Nam we eradicate the contradiction and the war stays. No;
I don't conclude, therefore, that
the ends justifies the means; I
conclude only that war is a contradiction, that's the extent of it.
I can protest against inequality,
because I can do something- about
The arguments which have been policies which American leaders resolved itself into a battle be- it; I can protest against corrupexcited by United States in Viet pursue. Certainly it must be tween "patriots" and "traitors," tion, because I can do something
Nam leave Americans stunned granted that insolent drowsiness both of whom clasp firmly and about it. I am against the war
and questioning. Merely the fact must claim no part in the Amer- without perception to their sym- in Viet Nam because it is a war
that disagreement arises over so ican people! Beyond this, demon- bols, ignoring the concrete issues which has bred contradictions. I
cannot demonstrate against it. I
vital a question demands that strators want to acquire a posi- of the struggle.
careful men reconsider the gov- tion of unified and potentially sigWhat occasioned this on my feel sort of checked and helpless.
ernment position and make a me- nificant opposition to government part? Unfortunately, I happened You can't take sides one way or
ticulous survey of their own policies. This intention, if their to be at home the weekend of the other.
thoughts to determine a personal cause is just and sincerely their October 15-17, and it was unpleaJohn J. Buckly, Jr.
A&S '68.
stand. But quite apart from an own, they have a right?moreover, santly opportune for my father to
attempt to resolve the conflict be- a duty?to forward. But I cannot use me as representative of the
tween supporters and opponents, help suspecting that their meth- student position which was ena very essential question must be ods are self-defeating.
forced so theatrically by largeThe aim of any person or fac- scale demonstrations on those
acknowledged concerning the methods and their consequences, by tion that avows a belief which days. He was terribly angry at To the Editor:
which one side or the other ad- opposes disorder, mismanagement, the "muddle-headed," "immaIn his essay, Mr. Thomas
vances its views. In considering and faulty planning should be to ture" students who participated. Walker states that the "last pothis other problem, I am more convince all those uncommitted to But his anger was not occasioned tential justification of present
than willing?l am more anxious either side of the issue, and ulti- so much by the stand they adop- U. S. policy is national security."
hope that the student demon- mately those whose opinions are ted towards the government's Whether it is the first or the last
strators, so vehemently opposing believed mistaken and needful of policy (although he is firmly in potential justification, it is sufgovernment policies in protest correction, that the opposing view support of the present United ficient justification.
marches, sincerely believed in and which they propose is the proper States committment) as by the Mr. Walker feels that in spite of
understood the position which solution. To convince demands in- dramatics and histrionics of their previous commitments and in
they upheld. And supposing this itially the attention, and then protests. He was outraged that a spite of a temporary loss of face,
to be true, why must their well- ideally, the unprejudiced exam- person, no matter how he was we should withdraw from Viet
intentioned ends suffer the bur- ination of the new proposition on upset; would publicly break a na- Nam, and thus create another
dens of such potentially fruitless the part of the opposition's audi- tional statute in order to symbolbuffer-state between ourselves
means.
ence.
ize that discontent. To my father and Red China. We could then
Demonstrations of the nature of But the demonstrators of last this tends to the total breakdown make a stand against the Comthose which have occurred in the weekend aroused not the atten- of the lawful systems. I cannot munists in a place more suitable
past two or three weeks are first tion of their objects, but only an- help but feel that this dramatic to our needs. This he contends
of all detrimental to the very aims ger, patriotic emotions, and fin- instance of thoughtless, uncalcula- would leave our national securof their participants; and second- ally a firm resolution on the part ted defiance was the most out- ity intact.
Surely this would only give
ly, unfortunately successful in in- of their audiences not to be con- standing characteristic of the
citing opposition forces to the ex- vinced. These attitudes can do weekend's protest to most obser- more credibility to Red China's
tent that the issues in contention nothing for the opposition's cause, vers. And if it was so, was there contention that the United States
are miserably obscured and for- but they can result in an irrepar- any purpose served?
is a mere paper tiger, if we forable breach between the opposiThe demonstrators did not win sake the people of Viet Nam now.
gotten.
It is undoubtedly the argument tion and the supporters. I say ir- or convince (if this, hopefully, After tills first retreat, no counof these demonstrators that their reparable breach, because the was their intention) neutralists to try opposing Communism could
purpose is to engage the attention emotional resolutions which were their side; nor did they prompt logically rely on us. Consequentof America's "slumbering herd," fostered can not possibly allow a self-reflection on the part of those ly our national security would be
to prod them into an awareness clarified examination of the prob- leaders whom they question. And in shambles.
of the misjudgment and treach- lem. What remains is a cluttered, so, was there any purpose servGeorge Breen
eries apparent in the course of the confused confrontation which has ed?
A&S '69
views .instead of trying to pretend
that all is harmony within the
Church as Catholic publications
tried to do. The Church can
thank the secular press for the
wonderful response the Council received throughout the world.
The coverage of the Council,
though most important, is only
one example to support the above
claims of deficiencies in the
Catholic press. However, others
can easily be found to illustrate
the seriousness of the situation.
Here is one of the more important
ones:
In 1964, the California ballot included a proposal to establish a
fair housing code to prevent discrimination against the state's
Negroes and Mexicans. Every
major religious group in California
supported it except the Catholic
Church. While priests, nuns and
laity risked their lives in Selma,
Los Angeles diocesan officials
maintained silence on racial affairs and even quieted priests
who became too active in civil

Viet Nam: Round Three

By Doug Cabral, A&S, '67
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A LAY APOSTLE IS YOU

People...

Lay Apostles are people, lay people and kids at
that. They're the same crew that sat in the cafeteria rationalizing their cuts, or at thereservoir on a spring day
not even dreaming of them.
So, what happens between Boston and Iraq, Jamaica, Missouri, and Alaska? Nothing. They get there and
they're still the same; they may even wonder exactly
how they got there. The noble ideas they all had at least
once back home may not seem too noble or should I say
real, when the scene changes.
But this is what we could expect. They are to be
lay persons working in their chosen field with people.
If you are a writer you write, a teacher you teach, a
nurse you nurse, and whatever it is you do, you do it
to an extent you have never dreamed possible. If you
should have any extra talent, there's a guitar to be
played, a play waits for direction. If you are good at any
sport the children are waiting in line?but watch out,
they learn fast and may beat you at your own game!
How long do they move off the scene here at home?
A summer, a year, a lifetime. There is a place for everyone with every ambition. Health care, expenses, and
other such essentials are taken care of by the organization. You serve, as far as possible, where you want, for
there is nowhere without need. Language therefore is
not a requirement.

...And You
Going to Kansas City, Kansas City?there we came!
And let me tell you, until you've been standing at the
corner of 12th St.and Vine?well, you justhaven't been!
To get there in the first place took two days of
straight, cramped driving, about 25 quarts of oil and
all the symptoms of exhaustion typical of exam week
cramming (not to mention having the car overheat
twice and the tire fall apart.) Finally, there we were,
eight aspiring nurses sent to Kansas City General Hospital to teach maternity classes or go into the homes.
The motto we adopted for the summer went like
this: "If you don't laugh, you'll cry" and it carried us
through more than once. We were well able to appreciate the tune "We Shall Overcome" after some of the
problems we encountered.
We initiated such unorthodox procedures as
hootenannies on the wards at the hospital. Can you
imagine explaining to the head nurse on a floor at City
Hospital that you would help the patient more by singing to him the night before surgery (until 3 a.m.) instead of giving him a sleeping pill?

Because we felt that we needed some recreation,
we proceeded to gather some little children (to make it
look like work) and took them swimming in what turned
out to be a snake-infested lake?added a little variety to
our lives. Our all-time great project was to take the
same children to a baseball game so we waited until the
Red Sox came to town, conned someone out of 100 free
tickets, and borrowed 2 buses. We then went down to
the hotel where the Red Sox were staying, called Dick
Radatz, told him we needed his help desperately, and
ended up with 150 screaming kids from Kansas City
meeting the Boston Red Sox.
Looking back now, it's hard to believe that this
summer really happened. But if you ever have eight
weeks to spare some summer and you need a real change
of pace, pack a tall jug of ice water and hop the nearest
bus or train going to Kansas City.

.,

The qualifications and the role which these people
will play as lay apostles is hard to define. The apostolate
welcomes all Catholic undergraduates and graduates.
It trains you during the second semester with weekly
seminars that are actually round-table discussions in the
cafeteria over coffee (provided by the Jesuits). The
Apostolate also runs a week long institute in June as
a more formal orientation. Though you attend these,
you are not committed by your attendance. The Apostolate, if you decide to join, asks only the basic commitment to man and to God. It is when you are in the field
that you will understand and make a deeper commitment.
There are no words to say what the role of the lay
apostle is, because reading it won't tell you. You will
see it in a grateful face, in the laughter and in the tears
of those with whom you are privileged to work. It is only
in this way that you will see before you Christ's love
working, and you will be able to realize that Catholicism
is not a text book, not even the Summa ?it is love, it is
people.
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Homecoming -

A

Smashing Success

Favorite son, Dr. Nat Hasenfus, Class of '22.

The Queen, Judy Burns, and her court.

Saluting the Class of '22

Pffft!

Happiness is.

Daisy Mac?

This couldn't be THE HEIGHTS and THE CAMPUS COUNCIL?
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EAGLE FULLBACK POSITION IN GOOD SHAPE
that those are the toughest
two yards on the field.
Last season Bill switched to
fullback from the halfback spot
and since then he has shown considerable promise. Although we
haven't seen too much of him
since-the Buffalo game, he'll play
more as the season continues.
Next in the formidable foursome is Mike Violante. Mike was
looking good in the Richmond
game when a shoulder injury put
him out of action. The shoulder is
healed now and he should be seeing action against V.M.I.
When interviewed earlier this
week Mike said that the Eagles
you

By Jack Shea

To fill the shoes of a fullback
have to have speed, size and
plenty of drive. It's this last
quality of drive that carries the
fullback for that extra yard needed for the first down. Brendan
McCarthy, Bill Donovan, Mike
Violante, and Paul Gramling are
the Eagles' prime sources of this
you

quality.

Brendan McCarthy is 6' 3" and
weighs 215, topping the quartet in
the size department. He's from

Mike Violante

Brendan McCarthy

a little better. He was naturally
disappointed at the two defeats,
but thinks that the team did play
well and that they have been
hitting hard. As you might expect,
he's optimistic about tomorrow's
contest with V.M.1., although he
concedes that they will be tough.
Bill Donovan showed us some
of that drive when he scored
from the two yards line in the
Buffalo opener. Anyone will tell

Washington, D.C., where he attended Dc Matha High School and
earned the title of high school

"All American" in both basket-

ball and football.
In high school, as well as in
college, his outstanding talents
were apparent and B.C. was one
of 170 colleges which sought him

for their squads. And, now that
he's
there's no telling how
far he'll go .Some observers are
already saying that he's the best
Eagle fullback in twenty years.
Brendan, himself, feels that he
has been having a pretty good
season, but still would like to do

Bill Donovan

Place Third
In Conn.

which he hopes to improve upon
before the season gets much older. Paul thinks that the Eagles
will look sharper tomorrow than
they did in their win over Richmond.

Jesuit Vocation Head
To Be Available
For Advice

Father Francis X. Curran, S.J.,
Vocational Director for the New
England Province of the Jesuit
Order, will make his annual visit
to B. C. during the week of November 1. He will be available
for consultation in McElroy 110
between the hours of 9-12 and 2-4:30.
Father Curran's duties as Vocational Director cause him to
spend most of his time travelling
to high schools, colleges, and universities in the New England area
where countless students have had
the opportunity to talk with him.

By Jim O'Reilly
The Boston College Sailing Club,
racing in its first big meet of the
'65 season, tied for mird place in
last Sunday's Coast Guard Heptagonal at New London, Connecticut.
The Eagles' 26 points tied with
Williams,
behind host Coast
Guard's 30 and the University of
Connecticut's 88; Harvard, Wesleyan, and Tufts came in behind
the Eagles.
Skipper Rich Reinhard's 26-foot
"Raven," a single-master mounting a main jib and spinnaker,
overcame high winds and a choppy
Thames River to take a first and
two second places in the five-

series.
The seven-boat field was sponsored by the New England Intercollegiate Sailing Association, and
represented some of the top
crews in this area in four-man
game

boats.

Despite a delayed arrival and
a shortage of manpower (Skipper
Reinhard had crewmen Tom Connally and Dan Cronin in a fourOne of the members of the man boat), the Eagles placed
Paul Gramling
B. C. faculty who knows Ft. fourth of seven in the first fortyfive minute sail. The next race
were definitely strong enough to Curran very well feels that "begave them a second, the following
come out on top in the next five cause of Father's deep Chrisfifth, then another second, and
and
due
a
commitment,
to
games which complete the season. tian
In respect to V.M.I, he thought his constant association with finally a first place in the last
that the Eagles were up for the people, he has proven to be a race.
This Sunday, Brown University
game and really wanted the win. very valuable source of inspirain
all
hosts
the Fall Invitational at
guidance
almost
Paul Gramling, a senior from tion and
Milwaukee, fills out the fullback the important personal problems Providence for the C. Sherman
Hoyt Trophy. The field will inscene. He has spent some time and question that are of presHarvard,
working on his pass defense which sing concern to college students clude Holy Cross,
and
Tufts.
URI,
Brown,
he feels should be better and today."
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"A MAN FOR ALL MEN"

BC Soccer Club
Blanks Tufts

By HANK STEADMAN
We all walk by it at least six times per football season. For the Seniors this
passage occurs most often on Mondays. The Juniors take a path past it usually
on Tuesday, and so on.
What is "it"? "It" is that last, little, unmarked, green, mysterious door on
the left hand corridor in Roberts Center, as we jaunt to the A.A. ticket office.
What "it" is is one of the prime movers in our stroll to the ticket window.
"It" is the office of Sports Information, or, if you wish, of Sports Publicity.
Who then is the "he" behind the door and behind that desk? What are the
things "he" does and in what manner could he be influential in our ticket procurement?

Frank Mwaura led the Boston College Soccer Club
to their first shutout victory of the season last Saturday
against the Tufts Law School, 7-0. Matt Runci and AI
Rufe sparkled in the goal as the Club boosted their record to 3-1 at Newtonv&le.
Thefirst period was a shooting match that resulted
in only one goal. Frank Mwaura drew the Tufts goalie
out of the crease late in the period and poked the ball
past time from fifteen feet to score the first of his four
goals for the morning. Fifteen shots were taken by both
These initial inquiries are a was the starting left fielder for massive. Newspapers, magazines
teams during the period with Runci making six saves proper
introduction to Mr. Ed- the Eagle nine. Two years latef radio and television, student, logoalie
eight.
and the Tufts
ward (Eddie) D. Miller who is he was elected the Senior Class cal and national make up the vast

Perry Hood sparked the defense
saving a cornerkick midway
through the period. Mwaura had
a goal called back early in the
period and Charlie Ponera had a
hard shot from twenty feet saved
by a last second grab.
In the second period the Eagles
erupted for five goals. Roman
Martinez booted a hard shot that
ricocheted off the right goal post.
Mwaura drilled the shot back
from the right side, fifteen feet
out. Frank repeated the same play
seconds later as Peter Ojinnaka's
shot from thirty feet was batted
away by the Tufts goalie. With
Martinez rushing in from the left
side, the goalie cleared the ball
to his left and Mwaura rammed
it home from fifteen feet
Ponera made it 4-0 with a high
shot from forty feet in front, unassisted. Juan Loli then joined
the scoring act with a cornerkick

for the shutout as Tufts managed
most often beseiged by just this
only fifteen shots the whole game.
The first line worked well in its type of thing.
It was jut exactly five years
finest showing all season.
this
month that Eddie entered
Lineups
B. C.
Juan
Left wing?Mike McCarthy,
into the sports inquisition field
Martinez,
left
inside?Roman
Loli:
as the Director of Sports InforSteve Angelini; center forward?
Charlie Ponera; right inside?Frank
mation. Before assuming this
right
O'Mahony;
Pat
Mwaura.
wing?Alex Kalindawalo: left halfposition, Eddie had a wealth of
back?John Buckley, Tom Warwick;
valuable experience in athletics
Ojinnaka;
center halfback?Peter
right halfback?Perry Hood, Victor
and at Boston College.
Jegede; left fullback?Rich Quinn:
right fullback?Jim
Hinchey; goal
During the Korean "Police Ackeener?Matt Runci, AI Rufe.
BOSTON COLLEGE
1 5 1 o?7 tion" Eddie was a platoon sarLAW SCHOOL 0 0 0 o?o
TUFTS
Scoring: 1, BC Mwaura (unassis- geant in the Marine Corps. Upon
ted). 2. BC Mwaura (Marti"»7).
3, his completion of duty he enBC, Mwaura (Ojinnaka). 4. BC, Ponera (unassisted). 5. BC Loli (un- tered B.C. in the Fall of '53 where
assisted). 6, BC Mwaura (unassishe was active in many campus
ted). 7, BC, Ponera (Mwaura;.
Saves:
organizations, not the least of
Runci, BC
6
2?B
Rufe, BC
3
4?7 which was "The Heights."
8 8 5 3 ?24
Tufts' goalie
In his Sophomore year Eddie

president in C.B.A.
Immediately after graduation
in '57 Eddie moved into the job
of

or

Assistant Athletic Director

Business
Manager. He
reigned here four years before
being tabbed for the post he
now most capably holds down.
To say that the large part of
his work is to answer the questions, requests, and misinformation that engulf him constantly is
not to imply that his is a passive
posture. Rather it is to say that
encountering the workmen of the
mass media is his prime job.

And the media that concern
themselves with B.C. and the

Eagles'

sporting

ventures

are

from the left corner that the Tufts

goalie caught while backing into
the goal.
Mwaura had his second goal of
the day called back minutes later
when his ten foot score was overruled by an offside penalty.
But not to be topped, Frank
carried the ball all the way down
the right side to score unassisted
from twenty-five feet late in the
period.
The scoring was closed out midway through the third period when
Mwaura shot from the right side.
The Tufts goalie kicked it out
and Charlie Ponera shot. Again
the Tufts goalie saved, but Ponera

Thus of the torrent of sports

lifted the rebound into the upper

ed his ankle and left the game.
In the fourth period the Eagles
failed to score. Their only good
shot on goal came when Pat
O'Mahoney lifted the ball over the EDDIE MILLER

.

1 WHAT'S

i

1

... at his desk in Roberts Center before last"year's Cincinnati game. With him are
three of his children, (from the left] Stephanie, 7, Eddie Jr., 6, and Jeanne, 8. Just finishing his fifth
year as Sports Information Director, Eddie's personality and drive are one of the greatest assets
that B.C. sports possesses.
LeCercle Francais
will show slides
on France

REALLY WRONG
ON CAMPUS

H
problems of college for |§f
P out;
m Negroes; do women learn any; V thing; faculty pressures and
m privileges: free speech and
§ much, much more.
take drugs
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Room to be assigned.
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80
76
60
50
61
75
81
5

Name (Wgt.)

?

Pos.

J. Egan (202)
M. Petros (240)
D. Kroner (215)
B. Kruger (220)
O. Andrachek (195)
G. Ritter (215)
P. Cavanagh (210)
.1. Marzetti (180)
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Learn Europe from behind the counter.

25000 JOBS
IN EUROPE
Luxembourg-Each

p

FROSH LINEUPS
No.

THURSDAY, NOV. 4

m The only thing not changed on ill
m campus since the war is human |i
m nature.Competition for admission |g
is fiercer, undergraduate temper ;§|
|H more excitable. This special ll
Atlantic Supplement discusses
if
|§ students in revolt; the fate of m.
the small college; academic n
H
m freedom; why some students H
?

\II
u25a0\u25a0
HI
H \u25a0

student

applicant receives a $250 travel grant and a paying job
in Europe such as office, factory, sales, resort, farm work,
etc. Send $2 (for handling
and airmail) to Dept. O, Ameran!
ican Student Information
\u25a0SkSsSSS Service, 22 Aye. dc la Liberte,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
for a 36-page booklet giving
all jobs, details and travel
grant application forms.

H

Bill

I

areas make their demands.
The E.C.A.C. may need hockey
information. Notre Dame asks for
material for their basketball brochure. The visiting football team's
own Sports Publicist calls and requests a parley at one of the intown papers. A Boston columnist
buzzes for some pertinent info
for an evening edition.
The printer calls for the matter that was promised him for
this afternoon for this week's program. The other printer then
puts in an appearance checking
on the material for the upcoming
hockey-basketball manual. The
"Heights" sports editor, pops in
for a press release and statistics.
And of course someone is always
looking for some special seats for
the Cross game. And so on it goes
ad infinitum.
On a typical Fall Saturday with
a gridiron contest at Alumni Stadium, the demands on Eddie,
when they would appear to be lessened, are actually increased.
The Working Press must be seated appropriately in the Press
Box. The stat crew must be an
efficient unit. Most especially a
large part of the burden for having those filled seats just that
way falls to the Publicist.

information that we all see
over and through all communication media it is only a small
trickle that comes from outside
the area encompassed behind

right-hand corner for the final
tally. On this play Mwaura twist-

goal.
The play on defense of Rich
Quinn, Perry Hood, and Jim
Hinchey provided the protection

contingent. In the forms of telephone, telegraph, and mail these

22
23
43
B.
B.

J. Fleming (175)
J. Grace (180)
D. Zailskas (190)
C. Record:
C. 14, Harvard 14

QB
LH
RH
FB

No.

Name (Wgt.)

81 B. Cavanagh (190)
73 M. Crimmins (207)
62 D. Raymond! (207)
54 J. Delaney (205)
69 J. Mastracchio (210)
51 D. Farinella (239)
82 B. Neary (193)
18 P. O'Neil (185)
12 B. Connors (175)
20 T. Hawkes (185)
44 P. Bourque (210)
42 D. O'Rourke (194)
Holy Cross Record:
H. C. 20, Dartmouth 14
H. C. 15, UConn. 17

New Rose China Restaurant
22 Union Street, Newton Centre
LUNCHEON SPECIALS from 95c
DINNER SPECIALS from $1.25
Open 11:30 a.m. till 10:00 p.m.

Friday & Saturday till 1:00 p.m.

Enjoy Chinese and American dishes at their best.

For take-out service, call LA 7-5821

that interesting door. Eddie
Miller must accordingly be considered a man for all men, student, athlete, coach, faculty,
alumnus, reporter, broadcaster
and writer. Eddie could very
easily be regarded as the
"most unsung athlete on cam-

pus."

Soccer Scoring
G

A Pts.

F. Mwaura

7

2

9

C. Ponera

5

0

5

S. Gostyla

3

14

A. Kalindawalo

12

J. Guarino

112

J. Loli

112

P. Kerrigan

Oil

M. McCarthy

Oil

R. Martinez

Oil

J. Ojinnaka

Oil

Totals

18

Name

3

11 29

Coming Events
Cross Country-vs.
Saturday
Northeastern. 10:00 A.M. Franklin Park.
Frosh football at Holy
Sunday
Cross; Soccer ait Weston College,
2:30.
Soccer at Brandeis,
Monday
3:30.
?

?

?
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Quinn, Martinez Big Guys
On Eagles Soccer Club
By Dan Connolly
When it comes to the "Big Guys" on the Soccer Club you just have to take
one glance at the field to realize that Rich Quinn and Roman Martinez are two of
the bigger "Big Guys" out there.
line. He also feels that one of the
best parts of playing soccer is
meeting the members from various countries.
Rich owns one-third of the Soccer Club's transportation corps.
The 1965-66 edition of the B.C. R.O.T.C. rifle team poses for a
When asked about the eleven
players who are reported to have group photo.
packed themselves into his Opel,
Rich pointed out that "you can
get twelve guys in an Opel, but
you can't get eleven in a Saab."
Upfront, the "Big Guy" who
has knocked the wind out of a
Newton player, and floored many

Rich is a sophomore from Arlington, Mass., who never played
soccer until he came to B.C. He

is in his second year with the
club and is the starting left fullback. Rich's many fine plays on
defense have provided much of
the defensive quality that the B.C.
team has exhibited this season.
Rich, who is a Production Management major in CBA, went to

Notre Dame, Perm St.
Picked for Saturday

B.C. High where he played three
years of football. In comparing
the two sports he prefers soccer
because it is more civil in nature
and has continuous action.

The strong point of the team,
in Rich's opinion, is the forward

Rich Quinn

Greg McAdams
Making predictions on any kind of sporting event
is a risky business, and since no one else on the sports
staff "desired" to write this column, I have won the

RATING SYSTEM
MOKE PADOS

dubious honor of making a few
choice selections.
In the East there are four big
games. For New Englanders, the
biggest game takes place at
Alumni Stadium where B.C. plays
host to V.M.I. The Eagles, with
Roman Martinez
John Blair coming off his greatmore in the meanwhile, is Roman est collegiate game, should prove
Martinez.
too powerful for the Keydets. Led
Roman plays the left inside poBlair's passing and Brendan
by
duty
on the
sition and has seen
right inside. He learned the basics McCarthy's running the Eagles
while playing for a Jesuit school should prevail by two touchdowns.
in Santiago-de-Cuba. He played A game of lesser Importance
on the first string for his school
Holy
team and shifted to the goal po- will find the Crusaders of
sition for the Provincials. His Cross entertaining the University
team went on to win the National of Buffalo. Buffalo, first game
title, but two days after Roman losers to Boston College, should
had left Cuba with his family for add to Holy Cross' winless streak

as easy this week. Syracuse by
10 points.

Defense-minded
is a
The Boston College Eagle eleven was given an
vy favorite over Colgate. This
incredible "high" rating of fourth in New England last
writer must go along with the exweek by the two national polls. BC trailed such powers
perts and take Army by 17 points.
as Harvard, Dartmouth, and Maine (of small college
In the Big Ten, Michigan State
fame). Of course many people were disappointed
they
and Purdue should continue their
had hoped that just maybe the steamrolling Boston
University Terriers could edge out BC.
battle for the Rose Bowl bid by
winning this week. Michigan State,
The absurdity of the present rating system is very
apparent. Why, or better still, how can you rate teams
third in the nation, is a top-heavy
merely on a won-lost record? Why isn't the schedule
favorite to defeat conference riplayed given the correct weight in this consideration?
val Northwestern. The choice
here is Michigan State by 14. PurThe Ivy schedule is in reality a five and ten cent
due, loser to Michigan State last
affair. Their games have loads of rivalry, plenty of
week, plays Illinois Saturday. Bob
spirit, and I guess a good deal of "class" socially. You're
Griese, Heisman Trophy candireally "in" if you attend their games. But the fact
date, should prove too much for
remains that the caliber of the league is not comparable
Illinois. Purdue by 7.
with top-ranking football and as long as they play
Two intersectional games are on
themselves they should not get any high ranking. They Florida.
tap this week. Navy plays powdon't deserve it because they haven't proved that
erful Notre Dame while CaliforWhile living in Miami, Roman by a scant 3 points.
they do. Their only proof consists in a strong publicity didn't
Syracuse, led once again by nia travels to Perm State to battle
play soccer; but his last
setup which exaggerates the merits of Ivy football. The two years in high school Roman Floyd Little who has scored three the Nittany Lions. Notre Dame,
resulting tragedy finds Ivy schools getting too much attended Cranwell Prep in West- touchdowns in each of his last flying high, should run over Navy
ranking.
ern Mass, and started both years three games, plays Pittsburgh. by 18 points. Perm State, trying
to uphold Eastern football presB.C. on the other hand also is not big-time football. at center forward. A high scorer, Pitt upset
last
week,
Miami
but
goals
tige, should succeed by defeating
Roman
registered
thirteen
It won't be until it can beat the big boys (Perm St.,
the Panthers will not find things California by 6 points.
Syracuse) consistently. But at least the Eagles do play each season.
them, they do hold their own against them, and they
are on the verge of breaking into the ranks of the top
independents. If B.C. dropped Army, Perm St., and
Syracuse, for example, it would almost be guaranteed
of going undefeated. This would not make BC a better
team. As a matter of fact, the team would deteriorate
from playing a mediocre schedule to become a mediocre
team with a good record. Furthermore, B.C. doesn't
0N yOUR
have the eastern press at its command as do the Ivy
schools, so the exaggerated merits of a mediocre team
with a good record would go unnoticed.
How does all this tic in with my original question?
Besides snowing most of the press, radio, and TV with
exaggerated releases, the Ivys have good control over
the faulty voting system. The AP poll uses 18 voters
m
mm mM
I
divided evenly among the six New England states. Some
states vote for their home teams (Maine-U Maine and
N.H. for Dartmouth) Massachusetts splits between B.C.
and Harvard and the other three states guess (usually
ignorantly) according to records and pressures or
publicity.
shoulders that have made the
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pace-setters everywhere. Inside,

J. F. Clunan and Associates
New York Life Insurance Company
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B.C. STARTS DRILLS FOR
65-66 HOOP CAMPAIGN
By JEFFMUTH

Ten lettermen, including four starters, head a list
of 18 candidates as the BC Eagles basketball team completes its second week of pre-season practice. Among
the four are the three veterans who keyed last year's
fine second half showing, which saw the Eagles win 14
straight and gain a birth in the N.I.T.
Heading the list is ail-Ameri-

year, but settled down to enjoy

close to 27 ppg in two varsity
seasons. John has rewritten every B.C. scoring record, finished
in the top ten in scoring in the
nation in both his varsity seasons, and thus far in practice has
indicated that he is headed for
his best ail-around season. With
the advent of much more firepower up from last year's freshman team, John's scoring could
very well fall off a few points,
as he will now be able to put his
talent as a passer to better use
than he could before.
However, the role of chief play-

double figure scoring, "Lurch"
broke Gerry Ward's single game
and single season rebounding record, and thrilled the crowd with
his defensive play and shot blocking. With the possible exception
of UConn's Toby Kimball, Willie
established himself as the best
big man in New England, and is
a definite contender for all-East
honors.
Also back is shooting whiz Ted
Carter. Second in scoring to Austin and in rebounding to Wolters,
Ted was a big factor in the Eag-

can John Austin, the Washington the finest year of any big man in
D.C. phenom who has hit for B.C. history. In addition to his

les' success last season. He has
maker and leader of the fine B.C. the inside track on his corner
fast break is still captain Ed spot, but will be pushed hard by
Hockenbury. Last year "Hock" soph star Steve Adelman, leading scorer on last year's freshman team, and junior Bobby Rossi, a good defensive player and
strong rebounder. All have good
size, about 6-5, and it could well
boil down to a question of defense.
Starting in the other corner will

Coach Bob Cousy
found himself and averaged close
to a dozen assists per game the
second half of the campaign.
The real key to this team, however, is center Willie Wolters. The
big Brooklyn lad had a bad case
of sophomore jitters early last

probably be soph Jim Kissane.
A 6-7 rebounding specialist, Jim
has good speed and moves, is a
fine ball handler for his size, a
good shooter, and is a shot blocker along the lines of Wolters.
Backing up Austin and Hockenbury will be junior Doug Hice
and sophomore Jack Kvancz.
Both like to drive and are good
rebounders for their size. Also in
the running for back court spots
are soph sharpshooter Steve Kelleher, defensive specialist Bobby
Ward, and seniors Tom Kelly and
Buzz Chancy, both good shooters
whose main problem is defense.
Soph Tom Pacynski, 6-9, and
senior Manny Papoula are the
backup men for Wolters,

Eagle Foes 5-2,
Over the Weekend
By KEVIN BRADY
Boston College's football opponents enjoyed a very
successful afternoon last Saturday. Other than Richmond, the teams were 5-2-1.
Fabulous Floyd Little scored
three touchdowns as Syracuse
routed Holy Cross, 32-6, last
Saturday before 15,000 fans. The
defeat was the fourth for the
Crusaders without a victory.
Tomorrow the Cross plays Buffalo while Syracuse and Pitt
meet as Shea Stadium.
Pittsburgh racked up two touch-

Photo credit: Bruce Worthen

GANGWAY
Fullback Brendan McCarthy bursts through the Spider defense in last week's rout
of Richmond. In background are Bob Budzinski (43) and Dick Powers (70).
?

FROSH AT HOLY CROSS
SEEK FIRST VICTORY
By Matt

Runci

Sunday afternoon will find one of the oldest existing rivalries in the nation
once ngain in the spotlight when Boston College will face Holy Cross at Fitton
Field in Worcester. This week it will be the Freshmen who carry the colors of
the Maroon and Gold. Hungry for a victory after a frustrating last minute 14-14

tic with Harvard two weeks ago,
the Eaglets will be gunning for
the Applesauce Boys. Likewise,
the Cross is out for blood, after
dropping a tight decision to Con-

necticut, 17-15.
The Applesauce Boys

looked

strong in defeating the Dartmouth
Freshmen 20-14, in their only other encounter of the season. Paced
by big, speedy backs and a
strong, quick line, the Crusaders
were impressive. Their offense
was paced by Tim Hawkes, a halfback from Jersey City, New Jersey, who amassed 230 yards in
fifteen carries. The 185 pound
speedster tallied twice, both on
runs of 69 yards. Al§o impressive

was Dan O'Rourke, a hard driv-

strong line were Paul Scopetski, according to Freshman Coach
Tony D'Agata, and Phil O'Neill. Emerson Dickie, they are defiThe one notable weakness (and a nitely up for this one.
strong one) besides frequent penIn the all-important kicking
alties was the passing of quar- game B.C. has little to worry
terback Phil O'Neill. He was un- about. Bill Fitzgerald and Mike
able to complete a single pass in Robertson have averaged 57 and
seven attempts. A possible solu- 48 yards respectively to date.
tion may be found in Bob ConAgainst Harvard the Frosh disners, but the decision will not be played a fine running attack as
gametime.
made until
well as a strong passing game.
For the Eaglets much will de- The defense also was sharp, haltpend on the combination of Tim ing a Harvard drive late in the
Graham at quarterback and John gprae on the B.C. five yard line.
Egan at end. Egan, a 202 pound The potential is definitely here.
native of New Milford, N.J., The big question Sunday afternoon
caught six passes in the game at the Orchard will be whether
with Harvard for 115 yards and or not the B.C. defense can stop
six points. The Maroon backfield the strong running of the Cross.
will be composed of Jim Grace If they can, the Apples are in the
and Jeff Fleming at the halfbacks bag.
and Dan Zailskas at fullback. This
There are no classes Monday,
combination is a must for the Ea- as we all know, so let's all get up
depth
in that to the Orchard Sunday and cheer
gles who have little
area. Another limiting factor is on the Frosh as they mash the
the lack of game experience this sauce. It should be a whale of a

ing 195 pounder from Wilmette, Illinois, who scored on a 64 yard
run. A fifty yard scoring tally
was nullified by one of their many
penalties.
Outstanding for the Purple on
defense were tackle Mike Crim- year. Last week's game with game.
mins and ends Mike Reilly and Brown was cancelled, so the EagBill Cavanaugh. Backing up the lets have had two weeks off. But,

Soccer Club
At Weston
This Sunday

downs within four minutes in the
first period and hung on for a
28-14 victory over the Miami Hurricanes. Miami bas an open date
this week before meeting BC on
Nov. 5.
Villanova won its first game of
1965 with a 28-13 victory over
West Chester. Tomorrow, the
Wildcats play Xavier of Ohio.
Buffalo and Dayton got into a
real defensive battle last week;
and when it was finally over, the
score stood 0-0.
Perm State, faced with the
threat of a losing season, romped
over West Virginia 44-6. Going
into the game, the Mountaineers
were the number one offensive
team in the country. This week,
the Nittany Lions play California
at home.
A strong Stanford tea m handPhoto credit: true* Worthtn
ed Army its third toss of the
Field General John Blair (9) displays his versatility as he
season, 3114. With their rec- TO THE DELIGHT OP THE SISTERS
ord at 3 3, the Black Knights carries the ball for some extra yardage against Richmond. In background are Brendan McCarthy
return to action vs. Colgate [44) and Marty DiMezza (60).

-

?

This Sunday afternoon, Boston
College's Soccer Club will play
Weston College at 2:30 alt Weston.

The game will feature the reserves as they get a chance to
play under game conditions.
Monday afternoon the Eagles
will face Brandeis at Brandeis at
3:30.
Matt Runci and AI Rufe will alternate in the goal in both games.
The starting attack line will be
missing Frank Mwaura, hero of
last Saturday's route of Tufts,
who is out with a badly sprained
ankle. Also doubtful will be Jim
Hinchey, right fullback, who received a bad bruise from a kick
in the shins against Tufts.
Pradeep Nihawan, Jose Guarino
and Skip Gostyla are expected to
be recovered sufficiently from injuries to play. "Saab" Sarno will
also be back for this game after
missing Saturday's game.
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Eagles Host Kaydets
Blair Starting QB

Boston College will host John McKenna's Keydets from Virginia Military
Institute Saturday afternoon at Alumni Stadium.
It will be the fourth meeting between the two with the Eagles having won
2 (44-0 in 1954 and 18-0 in 1962) and tied one (14-14 in 1960).

B.C. hiked its record to 3-2 with
a 38-7 win over Richmond in
which "Long John" Blair, a 65",
210 lb. New Britain, Ct., junior,
made a most impressive debut

at the throttle of the Eagle at-

tack.

Blair ran for i Til's and
threw for two more. He gained
143 yards on 16 carries (including a 51 yard TD run) and hit
for 5 of 12 passes for 112 more
yards. Coach Jim Miller will
start Blair Saturday against
V.M.I.
Keydet Coach McKenna, a
Lawrence, Mass, product, will
bring to Boston a football team
considerably better and more

Photo credit: Bruce Worthen

Eagle halfback Bob Budzinski's rushing attempt is foiled simultaneously by Spiders Bernie Ortwein (74), Don Matthews (29), and
Ron Gordon (25).

Eagles Win 38- 7,
Richmond Victim

By JIM BLAKE
The Boston College football team, paced by the
running and passing of John Blair, the bulldozing of
Brendan McCarthy, and the defensive prowess of Larry
Marzetti and Jim Chevillot, rolled to a 38-7 conquest
over hapless Richmond last Saturday before a Homecoming Day crowd of 24,722 at the Heights. In crushing
the Spiders, the Eagles chalked up a total offense of 508
yards and held UR to a meager 93 yards total.

BC started off poorly and didn't
get rolling until McCarthy entered
the contest last in the first period.
Earlier at 12:39, UR opened the
scoring when Bob White intercepted a Blair pass and scampered 32
yards down the left sideline for a
score. Mike Bragg converted.
BC then took the ensuing kickoff
and drove for 85 yards in 18 plays

to score. The drive was capped by
Bob Budzinski's 1 yard plunge
over left tackle.
Two minutes later, Blair put BC
ahead to stay when he ran over
right tackle, cut to his left, and
raced down the field for a 51 yard
TD run.
The Eagles opened up in the
second half and tallied at 4:48 of
the third period. This time, Blair
capped a 75 yard drive by faking
to McCarthy and rolling around
right end for a score. Six minutes

dangerous than its 1-5 record
might indicate, to wit: V.M.I,
held Army scoreless until the
third period before succumbing
21-7; was edged 14-10 by a Virginia eleven which destroyed previously unbeaten and national
scoring leader West Virginia 41-0; was edged again by a tough
Southern Miss team 3-0, which in
turn this past Saturday topped a
pretty fair country football team
named Auburn by the same 3-zip
score!
In this game, incidentally, the.
luckless Keydets played without either their Ist or 2nd string
quarterbacks.

Last season the Keydets compiled a 1-9 record, while they are

now 1-5 with four games remaining.

By KEID OSLIN
Although football is still grabbing the lion's share

of the headlines, its days are numbered. The opening
of the hockey season is only a month away.
For the past two weeks, the BC hockey squad, led
by coach John "Snooks" Kelley has been conducting
practice.

later, BC tallied again on a Blair
to Budzinski pass play that covered 48 yards and capped an 80
yard drive. Marty DiMezza's PAT
put the Eagles ahead, 25-7.
Blair and Budzinski clicked
again at 2:34 of the final period
following a great interception and
return by Larry Marzetti, his second of the game. This pass play
and DiMezza's conversion upped
the score to 32-7.
Shortly after, Nick Franco recovered a UB fumble on the BC
28 and the Eagles turned this
break into the game's final score
with two minutes to play. AI Giardi hit Len Persin on a 20 yard
pass play to cap the drive.
PIGSKIN PATTER
BC displayed an awesome defensive line charge, led by Jim
Chevillot, which kept UR bottled Cunniff. This threesome scored 66
up all afternoon.
goals and 102 assists to lead the

with
All-Conference tackle John Turner, also an All-America candidate. Turner is big and mobile and can play either way.
Dan Phlegar, starting left
end for the Keydets, was one
of the most sought after Virginia High School players three
years ago and is an accom-

ors, is co-captain along

plished receiver.

Hockey Team Drills,
Ready for RPI Opener
The team will have a hard job
facing it when the first puck is
dropped Nov. 30 at McHugh Forum against R.P.I. Last year's
unit compiled a 24-7 record, losing
the NCAA championship to Michigan Tech in the season's finale.
"Last year's unexpected high
finish put us in a very unusual
position," declared coach Kelley.
"No one really anticipated us to
do that well when the season started, but now, we're expected to do
it again."
'We lost several top seniors, including E. J. Breen, Eddie Downes, Ralph Toran, Pete Flaherty
and Fran Keams, but we have a
number of good sophomores whom
we hope to cement into the unit."
Among the soph hopefuls on the
team are Ty Anderson, Steve
Dowling, Jim Greene, Joe Valle,
Whitey Allen, Buddy Clarke and
Paul 'The Shot" Hurley.
Final cuts and line assignments
have not been made as yet and
several positions are still open.
Heading the list of returnees,
however, is the senior first line of
Phil Dyer, Jim Mullen and John

Hill Ellett, a left-hander, will
be the quarterback in tomorrow's
clash with a front line consisting
of from left to right, Dan Phlegar, Larry Wertz, Dennis Telzrow, Dave Wilkinson, Bob LaPosta, Hugh Jones, and Carl Rhodes.
Fullback Tom Slater, a contender for All-Conference hon-

nation in the 1964-5 season. Also
back will be Dick Fuller and John
Moylan, who scored 95 points between them last year, captain AI
Kierstead and juniors Jerry York,
Bob Kupka and Woody Johnson.

B.C. Coach Jim Miller will face
the V.M.I, squad with Charlie
Smith and Joe Pryor at end;
Dick Power and Tom Sarkisian
at tackle; John Leone and Marty
DiMezza at guard; Dick Taylor
at center, and a backfield of
John Blair at the quarterback
slot; Terry Erwin and possibly
Dick DeLeonardis as halfbacks
and Brendan McCarthy running
out of the fullback spot.
Defensively, B.C. will be going
with Dick Capp, Doug Shepard,
John Chevillot and Gordie Kutz
being backed up by John Leone
and Ed Lipson. In the backfield
the Eagles will have Larry Mar-

In the goal, All-ECAC goalie Pat
Murphy is being pressed for a job
by sophs Jeff Cohen and Ken
Allen, and senior Fred Flavin.
"It's a good group," said Kelley
"and we could be really good. We zetti, Ron Gentili, Tom Carlyon
have the potential."
and Hank Blaha.
Kelley maintains that there will
The facts seem to indicate
l)e 12-14 good teams in the East
that the Eagles will have their
this year and BC will face two of
work cut out for them Saturthe best, Cornell and Boston University, in the first two weeks of day afternoon. Jim Miller emthe season.' To make matters phasized on Monday: ".
doworse, both these games are
not underestimate this V.M.I.
away.
'We have a tremendous spirit football team?they're smart,
and we all want a good year," they're quick and they play
coach Kelley concluded.
real tough defense?they'll be
In the BC locker room, there is hard to run against and I know
only one sign on the bulletin
in for a rugged afternoon
board. It reads, 'Michigan Tech we're
come Saturday!"
8-Boston College 2."

..

B.C.
vs. V.M.I.
STARTING LINEUPS
EAGLES
Name (Wgt.)
No.
81?C. Smith (205)
70?D. Powers (240)
61?J. Leone (205)
53?D. Taylor (205)
60?M. DiMezza (220)
76?T. Sarkisian (240)
80?J. Pryor (230)
9?J. Blair (215)
22?T. Erwin (185)
27?D. DeLeonardis (195)
44?B. McCarthy (215)

Powers

OFFENSE
Pos.
LE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
RE

QB

LH
RH
FB

McCarthy

CADETS
No.
Name (Wgt.)
82?D. Phlegar (225)
73?L. Wertz (200)
65?D. Telzrow (180)
57?D. Wilkinson (205)
61?B. LaPosta (215)
62?H. Jones (205)
83?C. Rhodes (190)
15?H. Ellet (175)
25?T. Rhodes (175)
44?T. Mervosh (180)
31?T. Slater (202)

Steti

PLAYERS TO WATCH

Ouarterback John Blair

is stopped by Richmond defenders Ronnie Grubbs (24), Larry Zunich (26)
and Ray Tate after one of his long romps Saturday afternoon.

70?D. Powers, LT
44?B. McCarthy, FB
55?B. Stetz, MG

77?J. Turner, RDT
31?T. Slater, FB
82?D. Plegar, LE

